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The 

of TIGl LAKE 

by dr. donald r. huggins 

(Nom: A yaws control cazIij?a.:Lgn is at present being carried out by 

the Government of the Netherlands New ()uinea. '!he c~gn w.s 

planned and carried out by the national personnel of the health de-

partment of Netherlands New Guinea. The director of' the project, 

Dr. J. O. Kranendonk, received f'e1J.ovships 1'rom the World Health 

Organization to visit the yaws control projects in Ma.l.a\Ya, the 

Philippines and Thsiland in 1953 and to attend the Second Interna.-

tional Conference on Ya.ws Control, Nigeria. in 1955. UNICEF assisted 

the project with su:pplies of penicillin (PAM) and equipment. From 

11 February to 5 March this year, Dr. Donald R. Huggins visited. 

Netherlands New Guinea to observe the yaws control project and to 

discuss the progress made and the plans for the operation of the pro-

ject in the future. The following article, taken from his TeJ;lort, 

gives an insight into the people of the interior areas 01' Netherlands 

New Gu:l.nea..) 

* * * 
Tigi Lake is situated in the Central Highlands 01' the Nether-

lands Hew Guinea. It is set rather beautif'u.l.ly at some 4500 feet 
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among toweriIlg momrtains Wich are sepa.rst;ed. by several passes l.ead

iJ:lg to other J.akes a.nd valleys behind and between the mouxrtains. 

From Bialt, it took us between two to three hours of actual 1'1ying by 

a 'Beaver' fitted with :f'J.oats over the specta.cuJ..a.r mouxrta.ins on the 

friJ:lges of the central. high] and s to reach Exlarotari 1 Panay Lake, the 

normal tenninaJ... We did not know, wtu"We saw the l.ake through a 

hole in the cJ.ouds, 'Whether or not -we could land or 'WOUld have to 

turn back a.nd try another d..a;)r for a clear patch over the lake. !he 

very competent and obliging Kl'Imduif pilot kindly:new us over the 

mountain to Tigi Lake, l.a.nding opposite to Waghete. Very few people, 

if arry, have reached Tigi Lake by foot from the coast and it is esti

mated that it woul.d take about one month's travel on foot. There 

was talk e.bom a pl.a.n to blaze a trail to the coast. On the flight, 

the passengers vere incidental as the ItBea.ver ' s' major job is to fly 

in supplies to the lakes -- there is no other wa;y to get supplies 

:from outside. 

People of the Ka:pe.uko tribe live in the viJ..lages e.rot.md the Tigi 

Lake and have come wder the inf1uence of the Govel'llllleIlt onJ.y receut

ly. These people stUl. 1i ve in the stone Age, USing stone knives and 

they have no cooking mensils. There was much doubt expressed in 

certain quarters abom the feasibility of carryiJ:lg ou:t a mass cam.-

pa.ign by some liho have worked among and know the K~aukos. 

The Ke.paukos -were fowd to be as striking as the woDderful 

scenery of the area in which they live. Though rel.atively eme.l.l., 

they are not regarded as being pig)llies • The men generaJ.ly have a 

slim IllUScul.e.r body carried erectly and 100k every bit the warriors 

they are with . the bows and arrows "Which they no~ carry. The 

arrow are specialized -- the sb.a.rp ro'\mded tipped ones for hn!l1alV3 
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end the :f'lat spear-s'l:uq>ed tipped ones for pigs. They wear virtuaJ.ly 

nothing but a 'koteka l or male geni.ta.l aheath, sometimes topped off 

with a ammga. or flower made of' feathers or fur. The men go about 

in this 'attire l in spite of the 'WOnd.erf'ul cJ.imate of the highlands 

that makes it necessary for -rore1gners I to use at least t'WO bl.e:1ke1:B 

end warm clothes to be able to sleep because of the drop in the 

t~ture at night. 

The . KsplWko 'WO!IleD., in contrast with the men, are getleraJ.ly 

stooped end pot-bellied probably from frequent child-bearing and 

carrying b.emry loads. While wa.iti~ during the yaws crmq>aign, they 

squatted closely together in groups end often kept busily engaged. in 

nak1 ng be.tiI: string and 'Weaving this into net she;wla end bags. These 

she;wls end bags are 'WOrn hanging from the forehead down over the back 

and are the only fom of covering except the s:ll!i>le, brief ba:rit 

string !bikini. 'WOrn around the waist end between the legs. These 

tiny 'W'OIIlIeIl. carry enomous loads in their forehead bags -- all their 

'WOrldly goods, supplies of sweet potatoes, the baby and pe:rl:laps, a 

pig. 

The people are dark skinned with C'\.U'ly hail" end some have 

strikingly long end hooked noses. Unlike the people of the average 

village in the tropiCS, the people 'Were strikingly alert and engaged 

in keenly observ.ing everything with quick glances end in talking ra

pidly and cheer1'u.1l.y. The men and older chi 1 dren were often on the 

move and p~ football with great enthusiasm -- with no football 

boots, of course, and a.lso with little else on. our porters, with 

large loads on their heads, of't4m kept up a steady trot. At night, 

after the fill!l. shO'WS, it vas a treat to see the people scatter to 

their houses, eacll wi tIl a f.la.re composed of a li8hted :f'1stf'ul. of dry 
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reeds, trotting into the distance down the valleys and up into the 

mountains. The women 'Were too loaded to move re;pidly and the younger 

children generally were too poorly nourished to be too active. t-hlch 

of the activity might be due to the stimUlating climate and besides 

it was one wa:y to keep '/'D.l'!II.. 

The cl.illlate 'WaS fresh and bracing and during the visit we had 

brilliant sunshine 'Which 'WaS deceptively cool. Because of the clear 

atmosphere and grest deal of skysh1ne, one became rather sun-burned 

without even being aware of any hest. At nights the tElll\Perature 

drop:ped so much that even the Ka;paukos feel the need for a fire to 

keep wa.:rm. It was learnt thst norma..1.1y the rainfall in the area. is 

very high and that this influenced an advisory group to recommend 

that the area should not be considered for possibly establishing a 

resort settlement. 

In keeping with the striking people and country was the informa

tion that the lake and rivers of the area and also the ~and were al.

most completely infertile. Very 1itt~e but a few crayfish and 

shrimps can be obta.inedfrom the lake and rivers and very litt~e but 

some rather poor sweet potstoes can be grawn. The Ka;paukos keep pigs 

but these are largely kept for prestige and 'are only eaten at the 

feasts on very special occasions. No poultry or other farm anima' B 

are reared. In consequence of this, the diet of the people is ge

neral1y poor in quality and quantity and consists almost exclusively 

of sweet potatoes with occasionally some cravrt:ish or shrimps. Pro

tein particula.:rly is J.a.cking in the diet. This accounted for the im

pression gained that the younger children a.:f."ter 'Weaning a;p:peared 

sickly with reddish hair and pu:f't:y faces -- KW.shiorkDr. 



... 

The Government has had experts to investigate the conditions and 

aro>arently they have confirmed that the land and waters are indeed 

almost infertile. Measures to r~ or ameliorate these conditions 

are still being sought. Mea:ltime some "Irish I potatoes I cabbages I 

tomatoes a:ld beans have been introduced a:ld are grown on a small. 

scale. The Govermnent has attempted to improve the breed of pigs by 

introducing Dutch pigs. The missions are attEql'ting to introduce 

chickens and rabbits 'With indifferent success so far. 

EquaJ.J..y striking was the infonnation that in the area, there was 

no maJ..aria and no tuberculOSis. It is said that there are no a:lophe

lenes in the area and that jt is perhaps too cold f'or them to breed 

there. However, several smalJ. swa:rms of mosquito-like insects 'Were 

observed buzzing around outside the houses in the evening but at no 

time of' day or night were we bitten by ally mosquitoes or other in

sects. House flies 'Were a.lso awarently scarce. The absence of tu

berculosis and the common infectious diseases no doubt influenced the 

Govel"!lllletl.t when it passed reguJ.a.tions requiring a health certificate 

of aJ.J. visiting the area. The need for this precaution is 'Well known 

and was enu>ha.sized by the wooping cough outbreak in 1956 'IIlhich re

sulted in a high mortaJ.1ty among the children. A number of l'Im n1ng 

noses were observed among the children but generally the impression 

was obtained that there were fewer res:Piratory infections than one 

"WOuld expect in a sinr!lar community in the tropics. .A:f'ter about a 

week in the area, during which some 5000 people were examined. and 

treated, I do not remember having heard a.nyone cough. As we saw 

nearly the total population, it is reasonably certain that this was 

not because the sick were left at home. Several cases of biJ.steral 

enlargement 01' the parotids in children and severe bJ.e:pharitiS and 
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conjunctivitis mostly in adults were observed. 

The villages are usually scattered groups of houses which blend

ed. with the landscape nicely. Mally striking features were at once 

noticeable. The groups consisted. of a central large house perhaps 

ten to twelve foot square, made of boa.rc1s which used. to be lit~ 

made by splitting tree trtmks with stone axes. Some steel. axes are 

now used. and this more efficient tool has unfortunately led to 

serious deforestation of the mountains. The sof't; casuariana. tree 

appears to be the favourite wood and the boa.rc1s are placed vertical.ly 

but overla.I>I>:iDg to fonn the sides of the house, leaVing a : .single 

aperture for the entrance. A thatched roof :protects the occupants 

against the rain; a raised. :platform made of rods serves as the floor. 

In the centre :protrudes a clay fireplace on which the tiny fires are 

built for heating ~e house during the night. The s:pace below 

serves as a convenient :pig:pen and the :pigs can also, incidentally, 

scavenge under the floor. The big house is the man's house and 

surrot md1 ng it are the small.er houses for his women, the number ve;ry

ing with his wealth -- usually measured in anCient cowrie shells and 

pigs and. the n1.llIlber of -wives he has. The women's houses may, at 

first sight, aI>I>ea.t' to be chicken coops, being ~tly some six or 

seven feet square, but then the women are small. and the smaJ.l houses 

are more easily kept -warm during cold nights. 'fue women and children 

sleep on the floor around. the open fire and this accounts for the 

cammon accident of burns to small. children who roll into the- fire in 

their sleep. The villages were rather tidy and ralati vel.y clean in 

spite of the pigs running free everywhere. 

Among the Kapa.ukos, it is very apparent tlJ.gt the women live in So 

manls 'WOrld. The women bear and care for the children, grow the 
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sweet potatoes after the men have prepared the beds J do the f1shil:1g 

f'or the cl'SiYf'ish and alJ. appear, at all timeS, to be carrying some 

loed in their head bags. The men apparently take pride in their 

ca.:rriage which is strikingly a pose with their bows and arrows. 

Though no man is seen on the lake f'ishing unless ill and cannot be 

left alone at home, the men occasionall.y do ce:rry sane load and made 

. excellent porters for the team. The a.r.raJlgement seems to be a happy 

one and the women like their men to be and look like warriors. It 

was not too long ago since that they had to depend on the men to 

fight off' ra.:\.ders as e. routine • 

.Although e. man may have several wives, establlab.ed custom 

dictates a strict standard of moral bebB:viour for the women once 

married. The men jealoU8'ly guard their traditional right to punish 

even to death a wii'e 'Who commits or is suspected. of' CO!IIIlitting adul

tery. The people are wable to sppl"eciate the eff'orts of' the Govern

ment or the missiOnaries to persuade them to give up the traditional 

practice. 

In the space of' about ten days the field team com;pleted the ini

tia.l treatment survey of' the eleven villages of' the Tigi Lake area, 

nine of' them during the course of my visit to the area. In spite of 

predictions to the contrary, the team succeeded in examining and 

treating 4641 people, or 88.7 per cent of the estim.ted population 

of 5230 of the vil1.eges in the area. The prevalence of yaws was 

found to be low but this v:':lz not uneJqlected as the district medical 

Officer, Dr. J. A. van der Hoeven, had U%ldertaken the treatment of 

yaws with penicillin in the area during the past year. 

Durll:lg this viSit, I was a.:f'forded an excellent demonstration 

of' a. mass treatment csmpa.ign ef'f'ectively carried out among a. group 
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of' ~r1Jni ti ve • peopl.e wo reacted most :f'avoura.b~ to this first 

att~ to reach the total. popuJ.a.tion. It appeared that they wu.ld 

weJ.come fUrther Governmental. activities for their benefit. Inc1den

t~, this total. mass campaign 'WaS om.'ried· out by eo f'iel.d team 

headed by two 1rell-trained medical. of'f'icers and vith the most modern 

equipment, incl.uding eo mobHe fiel.d laboratory, all. transported by a 

modern a.1rpl.e.ne to the al.most inaccessibl.e Tigi Lake. 

***** 
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ELICIA HECHANOVA 

Setting up a BCG mass campaign in an archipelago of over 7,000 

islands with 21 million people and nine major dialects (out of a 

total of 70) presented a formidable task at the inception of the 

Philippines WHO/UNICEF-aided BCG programme in 1952. An additional 

difficulty was that the provincial health departments, ~th limited 

budgets, had to shoulder the entire expense of the teams. 

It was not until some money was allocated from UNAC funds in 

1953 and later, with the nationalization of BCG teams by the passage 

of the Tuberculosis 'Law in 1954, that funds could be continuously 

assured to maintain the 30 teams provided in the Tripartite Agreement 

between the Philippine Department of Health, WHO and UNICEF. 

By June 1956, more than seven million persons l'nd been tubercu-

lin tested, and more than three million vaccinated in 49 out of 53 

provinces. The goal for December 31, 1956 was eight million persons. 

It was at this stage in June of 1956 that the BeG campaign in 

Antique province, in the Visayan group of islands, terminated. 

Elicia Hechanova, a comely, petite, 25-year-old nurse returned to 



Me.1lila w:t th her team. She was looking forward to a. w1J.,..deserved 

rest after a year of continuous field duty, first in her own hcJIe

province of Iloilo, then in Antique. 

Her rest was to be a very short one, however. A team was needed 

to open the campaign in Sulu province, at the southernmost tip of the 

Philippine archipelago, just north of Dorneo. Sulu, stronghold of 

MobfUT!!I!Ada.n.1sm in the Philippines, was remarkably very different from 

other rural. areas in the country. 

When Spain first colonized the Sulu islands, the inba.bitants 

fought as fiercely and fa.na.tically as did the Moors..and Arabs in 14th 

century Spain. For this reason, the Philippine MohfUT!!I!Adans were 

named "Moros" by the invading Spaniards. 

Members of the DOG teams working in these areas, especially the 

young female nurses, had to overcome their fears while moving deep 

into the isolated villages. They plodded on into the hinterlands of 

Sulu -- penetrating barrios that had never before seen mobile health 

teams -- with no armor except that of service and goodwill. Their 

batUe-cry was a voice blaring over the loudspeaker attached to the 

station wagon, teaching the people how to prevent tuberculosis and 

inviting them to bring their children for free injections that could 

mean the difference between life and death. 

Where trere were no roads, the station wagon had to be left 

~hind, and the teams would hike, ride on horses and cara.ba.os, or 

cross rivers in little dug-out canoes (bancas). They would li8.de 

through brooks or rivulets, throughout the half-year of heavy rain

fall. Members of the teams had to learn to extricate themselves from 

mud. and slush, to be drenched by pelting rain; they had to accept the 

loss of a good number of cases that would not return for tuberculin 
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reading because they could not cross a suddenly rain-swollen river. 

Despite all these dangers and difficulties, the teams seemed to 

lead a.:~harmed life. Not once have they been molested in nooks 'Where 

law and order have been described as not fully restored. The com ta

bulary and army soldiers in the solitary areas stretched protective 

arms over tbe teams. Sometimes the nCG vaccine supplies would be 

carried to the town by armoured trucks to ensure no disruption of 

schedules. Reciprocating, the BCG station wagon once was used to 

help save the life of a wounded soldier who had to be rusQe.d to the 

provincial hospital for an emergency operation. 

ElicialIecha.nova must have remembered- all this, as did the other 

nurses of the team, Miss Olympia Castillo, and the driver, Atilano 

Sobrepena. The wonderful "safety" record must have bolstered their 

courage to face the most difficult area of all -- Luuk district 

described as the home base of government-proclaimed outlaws. 

The team had already covered five nnmicipalities, including the 

capital town of Jolo. The first set-back occurred when the doctor 

team leader -was suddenly called away. The team was then placed under 

the leadership of Miss Castillo who had to her credit the experience 

of working six months in Viet Nam with "Operations Brotherhood" medi

cal team from the Philippines. 

The team had been received cordially in all the nnmicipe.lities. 

On September 9, Elicia wrote: "We went to barrios 'Where we were ad.

vised not to proceed. Due to the assurance and good co-operation of 

the Rural Health Unit of this muniCipality, we continued in spite of 

the d1sco~ng information. We had personally encountered several 

-wanted Moro outlaws. They did no harm and they even were a help 

since they persuaded those ignorant parents to submit their children 
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for injection. We sometimes go home late, dead tired, but contented 

because we had done our mission. We attributed our safety 'to our 

strong determination to serve humanity and faith in the Divine Provi

dence who guides the destiny of all men". 

The campaign in Luuk district began on September 24. The team 

would return to Jolo, 50 kilometers away in the afternoon, always 

taking a different route, to avoid being spotted by predatory out-

... 

laws. "" 

Dut on September 27, they forgot to take another route. On a 

bumpy, hilly road, edged by thick plantation of abaca, at about 2 

p.m., two armed men waited for the wagon to pass. They were :part of 

a. band hiding in the thickets. 

It was Elicia who saw them first, severa~ meters away, on the 

~eft side of tre road. E.licia. was sitting just behind driver Sobre-

pena. On her .. right was Nurse Castillo. De side the driver was Palao, 

a Mora sani tary inspector (their guide), and to the extreme right, a 

Moro member of the Malaria Control Team. 

Elic1a screamed, "Oh my Lord!" 

Palao yelled to Sobrepena not to stop or they were dead ~ 

Dullets begun hitting the wagon. One hit Sobrepena on the knee, but 

this did not stop his desperate pressure on the accelerator. As they 

approached the outlaws, the rear wheel exploded. More shots, then 

Elic1a slid quietly to the floor. Sobrepena's leg became useless 

and pain blinded him. "Take over," he gasped and Palao took the 

wheel. 

It was only after they had traveled some distance and met two 

army trucks did they stop. 

Elicia was dead. A bullet pierced her through the chest from 
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the back. Sobrepena had leg and thigh wounds and Palao had multiple 

wounds 'on the buttocks. 

Never before had anything so tragic happened to a public health 

worker in the Philippines. The nCG teams throughout the country 

were stunned and \Ulbelieving. Her family, poor farmer folks who did 

not possess even the gro\Uld in which their bamboo house stood, were 

inconsolable. Eli cia 's earnings as a nurse went to the education "of 

two younger children in the family. Her father was still paying 

debts incurred for El1cia's own education as a nurse. 

Elicia received the homage of a nation in mourning, from 

President Ramon Magsaysay down to the humblest citizen. She was 

awarded the Philippine Legion of Honor posthumously. She was 

interred as befitted a soldier who died in line of duty, for country 

and for people. 

* * * 
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She lI9.S young, slim and pretty. Her name was Miss Elicia 

Hechanova, a registered nurse and a native of Pa.gu1a, 11oi3.o. 

She was a member of the BOO Team of the Government of the Phi

l1ppines operating in the Island of Jolo, Sulu Province. The 

DOO vaccination team of 'Which she was acting leader was very 

much like the many other teams lIhicb are carrying out the wOrk 

throughout the Philippines to prevent tuberc'\ll.osis. The per

sonnel: Health Department of the Philippines; supplies and 

vehicles: United Nations Children's Fund; overall technical 

advice: World Health Organization. The team knew there were 

bandi ts in the area, but the job bad. to be done. As a matter 

of fact, she had. volunteered for the hazardous assignment. 

Then, one day, when the team was returning from work in the 

station wagon, the bandits appeared. They were described as 

three teen agers who, armed with Garand rifles, fired at the 

station wagon carrying the team. Miss Hecbanova. was killed 

instantly and two of her companions - Atilano Sobrepena,the 

driver, and Hab1al. Palao I sani ta.ry inspector of the local1ty

were wounded. 

*edi torial of the WPOO NEWS, October 1956 
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Miss Hecba.nova. represented the best that one finds among 

the :people in the field 'Who are ca.rry1ng out the fight against 

disease in every pe.rt of the world. In the Dulletin Board of 

the Manila Office of the United Nations Children's Fund., there 

is a. picture taken 'When she was with the DCG Te8llLin Iloilo, 

of her wading across a. awllen stream with her cC>-l/{'%'kers a.s 

they made their way to another barrio. She was one of those 

eager to get the work done at 'Whatever cost to personal con.

fort and sa.fety. Like Dr. Sofia Bona, head of the BCG section 

of the Philippine Health Depa.rtment, 'Who said: "Hers was a 

duty of giving aid to mankind and yet she was killed," we 

mourn Miss Hechanova l s death. We send our condolences and 

sYllll?athy to her family --81ld to the ccnmtry who lost such a fine 

and devoted citizen. 

* * * * * 
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<9f; HEAL TH ~ ELEPHANTS 

by dr. t'. pierron 

Our rest period in Savannakhet afforded us the opportmlity to 

have our cars overhauled. These same veh1cl.es had to be used for om-

trip southwards, to the Phia Fay Muong, situated at some 350 ldJ.o,. 

Ilietr.ea :f'rom our headquarters in Savannakbet 'Where 'We bad been at work 

for the last month. The main difficulty in our way was the ga.s~ 

supply. The city had. been short of this mcst important item for ~ 

last two months. We inquired aro"tmd and heard of a Chinese merchant 

'Who had 400 11 ters for sale. He wanted too much for the much-needed 

The Yaws Contr::>l Programme ::>f the Government of Laos 
has been assisted by the World Health Organization since 
April 1953. The campa.:ign has. undergone the vicissitudes 
of floods and a civil war. In spite of the difficulties, 
a total of 132 000 persons, including 64 000 children, 
were examined and 10 ~4 yaws cases and 1 348 contacts 
were treated from Apdl. 1953 to November 1954. The sec
ond phase of that campa.ign is still going on. Through 
the efforts of the Government and Dr. Pierron and his 
predecessor" Dr. E. J. Douvier, Laos will in time be 
freed of yaws -- the a.ncj;ent aff11ctbn. 

:fuel. Af'ter much bargaining in the open air, he agreed to sell the 
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ga.s~line _ but he certa.:l.nl.y did not lose in the barga.;1.n. 

aoing ~n one ~f these long trips with the team meant that every

thing had to be checked: records, equipndnt, the camping ~utfit, the 

:penicillin and the scores of details necessary for our kind of opera,-

tion. My counterpart a.nd I were kept busy loading our CEll' • wi tb 

"picot" beds, mosquito nets, foodstuffs, military maps and drug 

supplies for the treatment of v1lla.ge iDha.b1tants suffering from 

other diseases tha.n yaws. 

It was with some regrets that we left Savannakhet the following 

morning. Our three cars were ready. It had been a very windy night 

and the cars' which had been parked f~ the night in front of a 

beautiful villa were covered with branches and leaves of huge flame 

trees interwoven with the purple bloesoms of bougainvilla. 

The drive to Tasseng took us eight hours. It was a.bout the 

thirtieth time that we had driven on this road and the drivers knew 

it by heart. For about 100 kilometres, the road runs through a thick 

forest. Up to Se Dang H1eng, where we always stopped for lunch, our 

only diversion vas to listen to Ell~'s (our driver) latest story. It 

seemed that he had presented his wife w:Lth a bicycle. Something had 

happened between them and he was seeking a divorce. Dut he needed 

money. He thought of the parson in Pakse who had brought him up 

after his father had been murdered by the Khas. 'Would he lend him 

some money?' Poor parson, he thought. He had believed, no doubt, 

that he would be bringing up a good foster son the day he baptized 

him and f1J3,ve him the new name of Elle. Now, Elle was about to get 

his second divorce after hav:l.ng purchased both of his wives for .3 000 

kips or the equivalent of a.bout $85.00 (U.S.). 

Eventue.l.ly 'We reached Se Dang Hieng where we were greeted by the 
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hostess 'With the tradi tionaJ. "sombay" (folded hands) • ·.From past 

experience, she knew that we would dash straight to the icebox to see 

what she bad in store for us. That was our way of avoiding "bo mi" 

(there is nothing).. the 'class1ca.l reply' to om- questions' for 

lunch. But there was rea.lJ.y nothing, as usual, in the icebox. We 

managed, however I to get a meal of ch:Lcken and bamboo shoots and 

beer. We were also offered grilled frogs and local tobacco. 

We resumed the trip atter lunch. After negotiating ab::>ut 20 

kilometr.es of road, we reached R::>ches Noires (Dlack R::>cks)1 the 

enormous black sandstone blocks in the cracks of which pirates were 

suppcsed t::> have I h1dden. Dr. Dandhavong, r:ry counterpart, had loaded 

his gun while we were still ten kilometers away frem this point. We 

drove on for three hours through a thickening f::>rest. After that un. 

eventful ride 1 the Pakse mountains appeared before us. We were near-

ins the capital of the South. Then" one of the cars in the convoy 

broke down. Fortunatel.y, we were able to proceed on to the city and 

we c c:ntinued ::>n to Ibia Fay 1 50 kilometers away. The Camomuong was 

expecting us and he provided us w:!. th a gui de for the 'l'aseeng. 

We reached Phia Fay one hom- later and we were off again 'With 

the guide. We still lnd another ;0 kilometres of bad road to travel; 

1 t bad rained the night before and we had hoped to reach the Tasseng 

before dusk. 

The track was difficult indeed. The car bogged dow. time and 

again and we had to use all om- ingeaui ty so that we could continue 

our trip. During the last three kilometres om- car got stuck on the 

a.verage of every 200 meters. That was why we decided to leave one 

vehicle in the next village. That Imant unloading om

ba.gga.ge and everytb1ng into the only two available trucks. 
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We were well far off from the v.Ul.age When Elle, who instinc

ti vely can smell a wild ani mal up to 200 meters, motioned to my 

counterpart, that a wild chicken 'WaS crossing our way. Dr. DandhavoD.g 

aimed and fired: we would have a wild chicken for SUPk'Gr. 

Dut the troubles of our long trek continued. Our truck bogged 

down again. The other jmt merely managed to pass. The nurses got 

off their vehicles and began to push our Willys. Dut the wheels 

ref'used to bite into the thickening mud. As the engLne started, -the 

wheels began to spin and cover us with mud. After much effort, the 

wheels hit firm soil a.gaj.n and we moved on. At last we managed to 

reach Tasseng, ending a very difficUl.t six-ld.lometre travel. 

The head of the village is, as all Laotians are, most charm1ng 

and tind. Mats were spread inside the house in wh:i.ch we were given a 

'Welcome. Arrangements were made to cook the wild chicken for supper. 

Ton18bt there was to be a celebration. It is called a "boun". On 

our part, we did not waste any time for the progra.tlllle in the v1lJages 

of the Tasseng. The villages were divided among the three teams. We 

bad to get a.d.di tiona! transportation because our care could not go 

any further,. After a quick look at the ai t1.la.tion, we found. ~ 

impossible to wade through the rice paddies and t:J v-a.lk through the 

forest 'Wlder heavy downpour. ~re vas only one solutLon: 

Elephants. Dut we needed four of them and it was not easy to obtain 

them in spite of the fact that ve were in the "country of the million 

elepbants." In Laos, all elephants are registered in the same way 

that cars are registered in other c:J'Wltries and the head of the 

Tasseng went through the registration Jjs ts. TIle price of an 

elephant is equivalent to that of a. small car. However, eJ.epba.nts do 

not ba.ve license plates but are reg:l.stered 'Wlder a name. In order to 
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find them, emissartes were sent to three villages. 

While we were waiting for the arrival of the elephants, we pre~ 

pared to tackle the work before us. Instructions were issued 

inmlediately and the work 'Was divided among the team leaders. As the 

vilJ..ages are large, the teams were scheduJ.ed to start work at dawn. 

The women go to the ricef'ields and the men go hunting early in the 

morning. Our arrangement 'WaS for the whole population to be convened 

from 6 a.m. by the village chiefs for our ca.se finding and treatment 

of yaws patients. My counterpart and I inspected the other patients 

and from there on we went frem hut to hut to convey t() the '"ba.nnoks" 

some of the elementary knowledge in hygLene. The late-comers were 

examined in the evening under a gas lamp. We made ita practice 

never to leave a v.i.ll.a.ge before 95 per cent of the population 'WaS 

examined. On the follOwing day we wouJ.d have to go on ele:t:bant back 

to inspect the Khas village of' the Tasseng. 

After the prOgL'8IIIlIle "WaS completed the next day, the head of' the 

Tasaeng went to the pagoda "Where a religious ceremony 'Was performed 

prior to the evening's celebration. We had seen so many of these 

"botmsn and we were so tired after a heavy day that we intep.ded to 

go to bed without delay. Howe~, 'We had hardly started to eat our 

w.l.J.d. Chicken -- and our drivers were starting to arrange the mosquito 

nets on our cots ---- 'When the "Fho ban", or head. of the village, 

appeared with two musicians. One of them had a brand new violin with 

mOtal. strings that appeared to have been rarely used, .1udg:l.ng from 

the unpleasant sounds it made. The other had a typical Laotian 

instrument, ce.lled a "So I". He 'Was to give us a two-hour's perfo:nn.

ance playing variations based on one melody. 

It 'Was not possibl..e to avoid attending the "ooun" as the head. of 
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the Tasseng, informed us that he was expecting us. There was a 

"la.mvong", the round dance so typically Laotian. We also had to bet 

some piastres at one of the ambulant Chinese gambling houses Which 

had stopped in the village for the occasion. We wet'e not able to go 

to bed until one o'clock in the morning. 

The foll:)'wing day unfolded itself as scheduled. Only three 

elephants arrived, the fourth one, still at w:Jrk in the forest, was 

to arrive a day later. We were off for 10 to 12 days with team No.2 

to visit the Knas. We still did not know to Which tribe these people 

belonged. 

The elephants lumbered through the rice paddies. We entered the 

forests and the thick-skinned animals made extensive use of their 

trunks to pluck out bamboos and grass. Deep ditches did not 

our elephants. They simply sat on their hind legs and slid 

worry 

down 

gracefully. To put him back on his feet, the carnac hits the animal 

on the hea.d with a hook. For five hours we rode onj the swaying did 

not bother us any longer. The head of tre village 1 wo had heard of 

our doming, greeted us and bid us welcome. He had been told earlier 

of the purpose of o'ln" visit. Dr. Bandhavong and I were invited to 

stay in the hOUile of the village chief. 

During the welcome ceremonies, our group was joined by other 

important people in the village. We all squatted and talked and a 

young kha following a tradition brought forth a jar. Inside the jar 

is beverage made from rice alcohol Which has been fermenting for one 

or two months and which has been diluted with water to lessen its 

toxicity. We had to drink O'ln" share. A kha poured water !'rom a 

buffalo horn into the drinking jar in !'ront of us. Fortumtely, it 

was easy to get aro'lmd takiJ:lg the drink. There were about five or 
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six people dri nJd Dg out of the same Jar. I seized the opportunity to 

ask ~tber I could go down to take pictures of a ceremony going on 

outside. "Ehi" Ehi" Ehi," was the reply to my question. My counter

part, who speaks the Kha. language, translated a remark saying that if 

'We drink the "phis" downstairs, the evil. spirits woul.d come and steal 

a bu:tf'alo the following night. Under these c:Jnditions, I did n:Jt 

insist. 

We spent eight days among the Kha.s. We 'Were able to complete, 

or nearl.y compl.ete, our programme. However, 'We 'Were unable to reach 

two villages during this time but we hoped to be able to visit them 

within the com:l.mg months from Attopeu. 

We left the team :In the spot as they still had to survey f1 ve 

accessible villa.ges in the area. Dr. Dandha.vong was supposed to meat 

the first team again and I had to gp to :Khong island to buy a boat 

for our survey next month of the vil.la.ges of the Dassack along the 

Mekong. I also had to go back to SaV8Imakbet to ans'Wer my mail.. 

It was with some apprehension that I left with Elle. I was 

afraid of getting bogged down again in the mire. At the same spot on 

:Jur way to the viJ.1age, 'We did get stuck. The vill.a.ge people tried 

too hard t:J a.ssist us. All:J1' sudden, I saw an el.e];lh.ant coming 

towa.rds us. I waved to the ca.rnac, hoping that the a.nima.J. could 

easily push us out· of trouble. Dut a.s soon as the el.epttm t smelled 

the gasoline, it scampered off. Two days later, I heard the sam; 

carnac had been "unelephanted" and that he suffered from a brolren 

l.eg. 

Nevertheless, we were able t:J pul.l. out and we emerged into the 

highway. The drive to Khong was merely a pleasure trip c~ed to 

what we had gone through the pt'evious days. 

* * * 
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ISLAND 
~tJw 

WINDS 

by dr. alan peningt-on 

01'1' the southwest coast of Taiwan in the Straits of Formosa, a 

grou;p of sixty-fom- islands forms the Pesca.dores. These islands are 

approximateJ.y 60 miles from the coast of TaJ.wa.n and 90 miles from the 

mainland. Twenty-two of the islands are 1nbabited, chiefJ.y by the 

families of people who original 1 y migreted there from the ProviDee of 

Amoy, and one of those .inhabited islands is named Rsi Yu. 

Hsi Yu is small in area and shaped like a sea hcrBe stand1ng on 

its tail., the head being t'Ul'Iled towards Ta1mm, the tail towa.rds the 

majnlanil coast. At its videst point, the island is only five kilo-

metres in width, and it is thirteen kil.ometres in length. The 

nearest 1nbabited island 1s Pengbu, the capital. of the Hsien being 

situated on this l.a.rgest isUlnd of the group, and being the point 

from which Hsi Yu is approached by boat across a deep channel '.5 
nautical. miles in width. The highest point on the island is a 

pl.ateau about two hundred feet above sea l.evel., and there are many 

hollows and depressions on the lsla.nd where there is some abel.tar 

from the strong prevail.ing northwesterJ.y winds. The soil 1s very 
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poor and there are several very attractive beaches 'With golden sands. 

AJ.thO\lgh -ly,1ng south of the Tropic of Cancer, for ma.ny months of 

the year the climate is bleak and cold because of the strong winds 

which blow with gale force across the Straits. These winds have 

effectively defeated several attempts at forestation on the island, 

on which there are only four or five st1.mted trees. Tb.e same winds 

ca.use much soil erosion, though this has been controlled to some 

degree by the ereotion of many interlacing stone walls which are also 

built to protect the houses from the winds and the typhoons which so 

often swep the isl.a.nd. group. Decause of these winds and the poor 

qual1 ty of the s011, few agricultural products can be grown, these 

being J.:I.m:I.ted to peanuts, sorghum and sweet potatoes which can be 

grown seasonaJ.ly. Fishing is the major source of 1rcome to the 

people, and there are small and large fis~ boats near the hamlets, 

which are situated close to the seashore. However, the general 

standard of Jiving is very low, the average monthly income of the 

families being below $1,500 TIT (about $41.50 US). 

There are no amenities in the island. Electricity is not 

available except from a few batteries in individual stores and there 

is no sewage or garbage disposal. Water is in short supply and is 

obtained f'rom shallow wells dug in various areas" the water after 

boiling tasting very salty, and before boiling being highly contam.

inated with drainage f'rom the privies and pig pens. A few small tea 

rooms are points of congregation for the men and the women seem to 

find there maJor pleasure in visiting and talking. There is a high 

level of 1111 teracy and therefore many superstitions are current on 

the island. As few vegetahles and no 1'rui t grow under the hard 

condi tions and any of these foods must be imported. The chief sources 
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of food are fish, peanuts, some cabbage, sveet potatoes and p1ckles. 

The total population of the island is approx:lmate~y J.O,OOO 

peop~ II ving in II hamlets. The medical care of this community is 

given by t'WO private practitioners and one Health Station established 

by the Provincial Government. At this Health Station there is one 

doctor, and there are two very young nurses. Peop~e do not seek 

medicaJ. advice untH they have fa1~ed to obtain he~p from their 

temp~ and the vital statistics of the island are very inaccurate. 

'!be death rate during ~955 is stated to be 1630 per 100,000, and the 

infant death rate is stated to be. 67.00;, of all live births. The 

leading cause of death amongst adults is stated to be Enter1tis, 

which is c~ose~y followed by "SeIlill ty'! as any person who reaches the 

age of 55 years is regarded as "seni~". .Amongst infants, whi~t 

:Enteri tis is a.ga.1n llsted as the major cause of death, the next 

COllBaODest cause is llsted as "congenital weakness". '!be ch.1ef' 

medical problems on the island appear to be trachaDa, gastro-

intestinal infection, respiratory diseases (1nc~ud1ng tuberculosis) 

and venereal disease. Leprosy was thought to be prevalent. 

The idand 'WaS, in ~te 1956, se~cted by the Provincial Health 

Administration of Taiwan as su:LtabJ.e for a trial Service Pro-

gramme which 'WOuld combine the efforts of all World Health Organize.,. 

tion (WHO) assisted Projects in the field of Public Health. The 

purpose of the programme was two-fold, t1rst~ to provide these vilJ,.. 

agel's a Service Health progre.mroe, and secon~ to allow the di:f'fer-

ant Project teams to develop a method of working in combination on 

a complete Publlc Health basis. The Projects involved are: Vener-

eal Diseases Contro~, TUberculosis Control, Leprosy, Trachoma, Ma-

terne.l and Child Health, and :Enviromnenta.l. Sa.n1 tation. 
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Working teams fram each of these Projects stayed on the island 

for two periods of four weeks each, and will revisit the island later 

to follow up cases "Wb.:ich have been discovered and placed under treat

ment. Because of the risks in boat transport across frequently 

rough seas, the Tuberculosis Control Team bad to rely on a portable 

Fluoroscope and generator for their ~ray work, the remainder of the 

equipnent for the teams being easily transported. The personnel were 

based at the Health Station, and each day travelled by A:rrrIy truck to 

the hamlets in "Wb.:ich they 'Were working. L1 ving conditions for the 

Teams were not comfortable, and the teams accepted with good grace 

and a sense of humour many of the discomf'orts which inevitably arose 

during their periods of duty on the island. 

The plan of working was simple. A site was selected in each 

Hamlet where the teams set up their equipnent and to which the 

villagers were asked to attend. These sites varied from temples to 

private houses or restaurants. Using household lists prepared by the 

local authOrities, houses were visited on each day in an attempt to 

obtain a high attendance rate" and tho'1lgh partly successf'ul, the 

fight against superstition and pr:ejudice frequently tired ~ of the 

workers, and these obstructions were never completely overcome. The 

people were asked to attend on two occasions, the first being for a 

tuberculin test, collection of blood for STS, skin examination, 

trachoma eXBJt!1 nation, child examination and :l..njection of DPr, and a 

general health revi-ew. At the same time 1 the sanitarians were carry

ing out surveys of vermin infestation in the village. On the second 

visit, three days later, the tuberculin test 'Was read, those with a 

sensitivity of less than 10 IlIIIl.. in duration being vaccinated with seA 

and the adults -who showed high level of sensi tivi ty were then 
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of food are fish" peanuts, some cabbage, sweet potatoes and p1ckJ.es. 

The total population of the island is appronmately 10,000 

peopJ.e living in II hamJ.ets. The medical care of this community is 

given by two private practitioners and one Health Station established 

by the Provincial Government. At this Health Station there is one 

doctor, and there are two very young ~urses. People do not seek 

medical advice until they have failed to obtain help from the1r 

temple and. the vital statistics of the island are very inaccurate • 

llie death rate durlng1955 is stated to be 1630 per 100,000, .and. the 

1n:rant death rate is stated to be 61.0% of all-live births.. '!be 

leading cause of death amongst adults is stated to be lihteritis" 

which is closely followed by "Senili ty't as any person who reaches the 

age of 55 years is regarded as "senile". Amongst infants, whilst 

l!hteri tis is a.ga1n listed. as the major ca.use of death, the next 

Con:a:lOl:llest cause is listed as "congenital weakness". The chief 

medical problems on the island appear to be trachoma, gastro-

intestinal infection" respiratory diseases (including tuberculosis) 

and. venereal disease. Leprosy was thought to be preva.lent. 

The island was, in late 1956, selected by the Provincial Health 

Administration of Taiwan as suitable for a trial Service Pro-

gramne which would combine the efforts of all World Health Organiza

tion (WHO) assisted Projects in the field of Public Health. The 

purpose of the programme was two-foJ.d, firstly to provide these vilJ,. 

a.gers a Service Health programme, and secondly to allow the diff'er-

ent Project teams to develop a method of working in combination on 

a complete Public Health basis. The Projects involved are: Vener-

eal Diseases Control, TuJ:)erculosis Control, Leprosy, Trachoma, ilia-

ternal and Child Health, and Environmental Sanitation. 
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Working teams from each of these Projects stayed on the island 

for two periods of four weeks each, and. will revis! t the isle.nd l&ter 

to follow up cases 'Which have been discovered and IJla.ced UtJder treat-

ment. Decause of the risks in boat transport across frequently 

rough seas, the TUberculosis Control Team bad to rely on a portable -
Fluoroscope and generator for their X-ray work, the remainder of the 

.,. I 

equipnent for the tea.rns being easily transported. The personnel were 

based at the Health Station, and each day travelled by Arm;y truck to 

the hamlets in which they were working. 1.1 ving conditions for the 

Tea.rns were not com1'ortable, and the teams accepted with good grace .. 
and a sense of' humour many of' the discomf'orts which inevitably arose 

during their periods of duty on the island. 

The plan of working was simple. A site was selected in each 
, I 

Ha.mJ.et 'Where the teams set up their equipnent and to 'Wbich the 

villagers were asked to attend. These sites varied from temples to 

private houses or restaurants. Using household lists prepared by the II 
local authorities, houses were visited on each day in an attempt to 

obtain a high attendance rate, and though partly successf'll1, the 

fight aga.inst superstition and J.l['ejudice frequently tired a11 of the 

The 
.J I 

workers, and these obstructions were never completely overcome. 
• 

people were asked to attend on two occasions, the first being for a 

tuberculin test, collection of blood for STS, skin examination, 

trachoma. examination, child. examination and injection of' DPI', and a 

general health renew • At the same time, the sani ta.rians were ca:rry-

:Lng out surveys of vermin infestation in the village. On the second 

visit, three days later, the tuberculin test was read, those with a 

sensitivity of less than 10 mm. in duration being vaccinated with SeA. 

and the ad.uJ.ts"Who showed high level. of sensitivity were then 
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fluoroscoped. If any pulmoDa.ry abnormaJ.i ty ws detected, an X-ray 

film and a laryngeal swb 'W8.S taken. The specimens of blood 

collected and the lar;yngeal swabs were sent to the laboratory on the 

island of Fenghu or the Central Tuberculosis Laboratory in Taipei for 

processing. 

As ws to be expected, there was some loss of attendance to the 

second examination despite frequent visits, ~lst because of the 

fear of having blood taken, many people would refuse to attend for 

even the first part of the exami1'l8t1on. Once it ws established with 

the communities that treatment ws to be gLven for any illness found, 

there was l.ess resistance to the programme. :nut it was very evident 

that if no treabnent were provided, people 'WOuld not be prepared to 

have an examination nerely for the information of the authorities as 

to disease incidence. 

The first part of the Project was carried out during December 

1956 and the second phase to cover the northern part of the island is 

at present continu1ng. The results of the first pse of the exam-

1na.tions can be given but the f1na.l results will not be ava.:lla.ble for 

several months. During the initial four-weeks, period, 3843 peopJ.e 

were examined, comprising 85.1~ of the ~tion in the hamlets 

Wich 'Were visited. 2471 STS tests were carried aut, and 3222 tuber

culin tests were completed. 129 cases ::>f syphilis 'Were found, eight 

cases of leprosy, and follo~ 1301 fluoroscopic examinations, 45 

cases of tuberculosis 'Were found, of Wham 17 produced positive 

laryngeal. swabs. Treatment of all cases ::>1' disease Wich bave been 

fO'lmd bas been commenced, and is being carried out by the staff of 

the 1:JCa.l Health Stat1::>n. 

A certa.in am:nmt ::>f overt op:posi tion to the programme has been 
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apparent since the teems commenced work, but the greatest diff .. 

iculties have been due to a whispering campe.:1.gn amongst some of the 

cO!lllJlUllity. The rum::n.rrs included a suggestion tha.t a collect;ion of 

bbod for STS was reaJ.ly intended to obtain blood f'or sale at a 

prQi'it, that the f'luorQscopy of the women would reduce their fertili

ty, or that the workers planned merely to upset the normal routine of 

the cO!lllllUllity life. After it was clear to the people that they WQuld 

receive treatment for discovered disease, 

ceased, but they were never completely 

mcs t of these rumours 

overcome. Considerate 

attention to the old ladies of the househoJ.ds was most important, for 

in fact, they were often the deciding factors in household 

attendance. Without their agre~nt, no lIEmber of the household 

would attend the examination, but "When co-operative they saw that aJ.l 

their family Cam;! for eXBmina.tion. 

Having cOlllll'lSIlced a Service of this nature, it must continue in 

this community group. It ~ be necessary r.1ow for either team 

groups or for individ.uaJ. teams to return to Hsi Yu at regu.la.r inter

vals in order to ensure adequate follow up treatllEnt of cases. 

Whilst this imposes a continued demand on the services of the team, 

it will alSQ add. to the general pattern of health education, and it 

should be anticipated that on the oaca.sion of each visit, the pr0-

portion of attendances will increase, and that as the people gain 

more and more confidence in the Service Group, perhaps the state of' 

general health on tre island will progressively improve, not because 

of the treatment which has been given, but because of the increased. 

awareness on the part of the islanders of the need for self help in 

the improv~nt of' their difficult conditions. 
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FOUR YEARS LATER 

by 

roberto rend1ueles 

In June 1952 an article appeared in the WHO Newsletter (now 

WORLD HEALTH) entitled ~ WENGER'S STARLINGS, a story from Borneo. 

For the benefit of those who did not read it, or have forgotten it, 

let me recall some of its highlights. 

It was an account of Brunei that Sultanate in the northern 

strip 'Jf B'Jrne:) a protect:)rate :)f the United Kingd:)m. Brunei, 

which has an area of 2,226 square miles and a population :)f about 

65,000, is rich in oil and is reputed t:) be one of the richest 

countries of the world. Its capital is Brunei Town, :)r, as it 

is known in Arabic, Daru'l Salam, meaning "Abode of Peace." It is 

every bit an abode of peace, indeed, with its unique Kampong Ayer 

(kampong means village and ayer, water) which some people claim has 

been in existence for 900 years. Kampong Ayer has a p::lpulation ::If 

9,000 perS::lns. And it may be surprising to know that S::lme of these 

people have never been ashore in their whole life! 

In that story, the WHO-assisted pioneering effort to establish 

a corps of assistant nurses from among the young W::lmen of Brunei Was 
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recounted. The story a.J.so told of the early tribulations and taboos 

encO'lmtered by the WHO nurses in their e1'1'ort to bring the ca.rdina.l 

rules of hygiene to the people of the kampong. 

Four years have passed since the story of what Hulda Wenger, the 

WHO Nurse-Teacher, was do1ng 1n Drune1 lffl.S publlshed. Miss Wenger is 

no longer there; the I1l"1mei GovertmJ.ent had taken over the programme 

in 195}. The WHO bas re-ass1gned llliss Wenger to Cambodia and her 

place bas been taken in I1l"1mei by Miss Elizabeth Eggleston, a Ilritish 

nurse. 

I met Sister Eggleston when I visited the I1l"1mei Hospital during 

my recent trip 'With Dr. Shu, one of the two publlc health a.dmiIU.stra,.. 

tors of the WHO Regional Office for the Western Pacific. We were 

given a conducted tour of the btl!] di ngs by Dr. Marten T. Read, State 

Medical 01'ficer f'or I1I"1mei 'Who, in addition to heading all the medi

cal services of' the sultanate, runs the hospital. He took us to the 

modern concrete btrl.1d1ng which houses the classrooms for the 

assistant nurses courses. It was Dr. Read 'Who introduced us to 

Sister Eggleston and Rohana, a probationer nurse, 'Who was one of' Miss 

Wenger's thirty original "starllngs". Rohana, a:f'ter becoming an 

assistant nurse, continued her studies. She became a probationer 

nurse and the day we saw her, she was preparing for 1-the e:xam1nation 

that would make her a f'ull..fledged nurse. 

Rohana was very shy but she. did tell us that thanks to her early 

tra:1n1ng, she had been able to continue the course leading to her 

becoming a quaJ..1fied nurse. 

We asked Sister Eggleston about the nature of the progr8lllDle and 

how it was being adapted 1ocally. 

"There have been some alterations in the student nurses 
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prOgr"S1JDlleS," she replied. "We have thought it best to establish the 

syllabus that is used in JiVgl and. The siateen months course 'Which 

was started by Miss Wenger has been extended to two years. A 

progress examination is taken by the students after the f1rst.~ar 

and a f1na.l one at the end of the two years." 

What has become of the other student nttr'ses who were trained by 

Miss Wenger? Rohana and Sister Eggleston tol.d us that nine of them 

are working in heal.th centres in the various kamponga of the 

suJ.tana.te. Four of them __ Roba.na. is one of them -- have became 

probationer nurses and when this was being written, al.l. of them were 

prepe.r:t.ng for the :f'ina..l examinations 'Which were to qualify them as 

f'uJ..l..,.fl.edged nurses. The other seventeen "starlings" are now married 

and they are li v1n.g wi th their people in various parts of the 

country. 

When we asked Sister Eggleston whether she did not think that 

~osing more than hal.f of the original. assistant nurses to marriage 

was a great l.oss, she J.a.ugIled. 

"On the OOlltra.ry," she said, "we know that the assistant nurses 

who are now married, have in most cases, become leaders for better 

heal.th in their kampongs. They continue to exert great influence 

among _.the mothers and that 1s a. great thing. Besides, al.l. these 

assistant nurses have been tra.:1ned on hoW to take care of1he 

ch1l.dren. That tra.1n1ng not onl.y hel.ps them in bringing up their own 

chil.dren but a.l.so the other ch11.dren in their kampongs." 

"In add! tion, II Sister Eggleston concl.ud.ed, "the nurses that 

remain in service are so useful. that the hospital. wouJ.d not be able 

to go on without them." 

I 'W8llted to see one of the Hul.da. Wenger starl.1ngs in action 
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The opportlm:tty came 'When Dr. Read tGlok us to visit Kampong Ayer. A 

b::lat belonging to the Drune1 Medical Serv.l.ce took us to the very well 

inste.lled health centre set up within the Ka.m:pong. The centre is 

being ma.na.ged by Sister Jean Scott and Zallha ninthi Othman, one of 

Miss Wenger's former students. She told us Zallha was a most 

valuabl.e member of the centre I s staff and was very efficient. And 

because it was a day for visi t1ng the peopl.e in the Ka.m:pong, we went 

along 'With Sister Scott and Za.l.iha on their routine calls to the 

peopl.e in the village on the water. 

I watched Sister Scott and ZeJ1ba move about in their task. 

They went to a section occupied by the silversmith and weavers of 

ceremonial gold.-threaded sarongs. There were vitamins to be given to 

this family;' advice on how to take ca.re at' the young ones to the other 

family, med:!.cines for the men, women and Children, there was time for 

Soote warm and friendly greetings to a nursing mother, another 

solici tous remark and enquiry to an expectant mother. Sister Scott 

and Za.J.iha moved about their jobs seriously, but they never fail.ed to 

radiate warmth and friendliness among the village people. 

The nurses were, to me, like the angels of mercy going from one 

section of the kampong to another in the med:!.ca.l !amch, trying to 

bring better health and the happiness and cheer that go 'With it, 

everywhere. To reach the seemingly flimsy platforms where the 

dwellings were erected, they had to climb up rickety ladders and 

tread over slippery 'WOoden planks a.ga.1n and again. They did so with 

the grace acquired from constant practice and with the more important 

happy spirit that, more than anything else, brought joy to those they 

visited. 

Watching Zal1ba help Sister Scott and talk among her own peopl.e 
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on the value and importance of proper sanitatioa habits as wellas 

to ca;rry on the routine tasks of villagemurses, I realized how 

extremely ;rorth'Wb1J.e the aid given by WHO's Miss Wenger had been. 

The time and effort exerted by Miss Wenger in the name of· WHO is now 

!l8oYing many, many times more in 1he persons of those trained..:nurses 

who can talk stra.1gbt to the hearts of their own people about the 

benefits of health. 

Every year, more assistant nurses are gr;oad.uating from the course 

pioneered with WHO assistance. The task of' tee.cbing those Wo came 

after Hulda Wenger's "starlings" have since been taken over by the 

Government of l3rtme1. I saw how one of those assistant nurses was 

carrying_on her work in Ka."lpong Ayer. She was an example of how me.ny 

others were worldng in different parts of llrJlllei. 

And as the latmch pl.owed 1 ts way thro'Ilgh the smooth ba.y 

to shore,:t felt the impact of a project that WHO started •• a 

pioneering ef'fort that will have a lasting effect and a. per!II8Il8Ii; 

place in the bistory of' one of the countries in the Western Pa.c1f'1c. 

* * * 
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.J. 1O!t:J II t'Yur ~re--~UUTIU(l't[:T'i'''D~O'''I'!''li II'!W""'---____ ••• 

-me WHO doctor showed 
me how to use penicillin 
to cure yaws -
and I saw a miracle, 
says 

'Il\lONE SIKIVU 
Assistant Nedical 
Practitioner, 
Central Medical School 
Fiji 

I was born in newa; a vill.a.Ga in the island of' V1 t1 Levu, the 

largest of' the Fiji group. My grandtather was a herb doctor. While 

studyj.ng forlllY -seconda.ry education 1 I became interested in medicine 

and decided to become an assistant medical practitioner. 

I spent four years at the Queen Victoria Memorial School in Viti. 

Levu and from there was admitted to the Central Medical School, wh1ch 

in those days wa.s in the centre of Si.ws. I completed the four-year 

course in 1942 and I have been in the Fijian Med.tcal Service of the 

Goverr.ur2nt since then. 

At the begi nn1 ng of 1955 I wa.s selected a.s one of the six AMP's 

to be attached to the Ya.W3 Control Pilot Project which was under the 

leadership of Dr. Friedrich C. Tross of the World Health Organization 

in the island of Savu Savu. I spent four months working under 

Dr. Tross. 

TIle time spent 'W:)rki.ng on this project Was a remarkable 

experience for me and my colleagues for we learned.- thenev techn1que 

of treat:i.ng yaws 'tIi th one shot of pen1c:! 11 in. 
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The method of treatment seems a miracle to me, when I remember 

1dlat a tediousJ.y long job it was to treat yaws before with bismuth 

and. arsenical. preparations. In many cases the old treatment proved 

to be most unsatisfactory, because the patients wouJ.d not ~esent 

themselves for the length of treatment required. 

CRIPPLED: CURED 

I recall the case of a woman in Veilevu D1 strict in Savu Savu 

whom I treated:part1ally during my early service. I happened to see 

her again during the time we were carrying out the pilot project. 

She was much older and yaws had affected her to such an extent 

that she was unable to do any work and needed assistance even to 

walk. 

I trea.ted her with penicillln and to my amazement, when I saw 

ber three weeks later, she was out on a reef, fishing. I called her 

for an examina.tion and found that she had been cured. 

Her story is being repeated wherever the programme is carried 

out. Dr. Tross has since departed and we -- the six AMP's who were 

trained by him __ are carrying out the GoverIlDl.ent I s Yaws Control 

Programme, which we all hope in time will eJ1 rn1 nate that scourge from 

the Fiji Islands. 

The Fijian population has become aware of the success of our 

work and it is now not a difficult task to go to a. villsge and get 

the entire population .to subject itself to an exam1nation and treat-

ment of yaws. 

FIRST !!! 

You may want to mow what my typical. day's work is like. I will 

quote from soma of my notes: 

We arrived at Vunise1 vi.llage a little after dusk. without 
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previously n::Jtifying the Turaga.-ni-K::Jro (head of the village of ::Jur 

arrival. I I 

After a good dinner, I asked the Turaga-ni-Koro to tell the 

people about the yaws mass campe.:1.gn which would begin next morning, 

when I would give them a talk at 7 a.m. about the work we w::Juld be 

doing. The head teacher of the adjoining school 'Was also told that 

we would be taJdng care of the school after treating the village. 

A few elderly villagers came to a.sk about the work in the pilot 

project area and 'While I 'Was explaining our activities in Savu Savu 

to them the 'WOlDen folk arrived to entertain us wi th "va.kama.l.olo" 

(a Fijian sitt1.ng-dO'Wll dance). After this 'We were served with 

"Yanggonna· (the drink. made out of the Yanggonna or Kava. root ofter-

ed by Fijians as a sign of hesp! tall ty) until after midnight. 

SECOND DAY 

We started work at 7 a.m. and while the nurse prepared the 

instruments, I explained to the villagers the aims of::Jur campaign. 

We s topped for breakfa.st at 8 0 I clock and started work again at 9 

.a..m. 

By 1l:30 a.m. we had examined and treated 76 villagers and mo"led 

to the school. There again I gave the same explanation to the 

pupils and completed the work there at 2:30 p.m., examining and 

treating 81 more patients, including the teachers and their families. 

We finished lunch at about 3:30 p.m. Before leaving Vun:1sei 

for the village of De.ku, about 2-1/2 miles away, I was called to at

tend a sick youth whom I suspected t::J be suffering from tuberculosis 

and I adv:l..sed. that he should be taken to the hespi tal. 

We arrived at De.ku village at 4:30 p.m. and continued the C8lI1-

paige. until 6:30 p.m. Here I examined and treated another eo per-



sons, a total of 217 f~r the day. 

nut it did not end there, since bef~re leaving I vas called 

again to visit another very sick man, whose illness I diagnosed as 

tetanus. After treating him, I arranged for his immediate removal to 

the hospita1.. 

CANOE ..12 HOSPITAL 

The . on:Ly J]J;lans of transp~rt vas by outrigger canoe and the 

distance to the nearest launch vas about 15 miles. The trip vas maCe 

at dawn as the weafuer vas unfavourable and as the vill.a.ge possesses 

only one outrigger suitable for the trip. Now the patient is making 

good progress at the Colonial War Memorial H~spital in Suva. 

I made arrangements 'With the beac1man- that he should ferry us 

across to the other village after dinner. We did not get trere un

til after 11 p.m. 

We were cordialJy received and continued our campaign. A~, 

w were given another traditional reception by the grate:f'ul 

population. 

*** 
And thus the campa.1gn e.ga.inst yaws goes on -- until all the 

villages in the islands of the Fijian group have been covered. 

*** 
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4/1iM:¢ 
CANDELARIA 

by jose c. abcede 

(NOTE: There are an estimated 12,000 hilots (traditional birth 

attendants) in the Philippines today who acco'lmt for about 80 per 

cent of all deliveries in rural areas. To make their practice less 

dangerous and tJ bring them 'Wi thin the supervision of municipal. pueri

culture centres or Rural Health Units, the Philippine Government, 

with the joint assistance of the World Health Organization (WHO) and 

the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF), la'lmched in July 1954, 

the Hilot Teaching Programme, as part of an overall project to imprD\e 

maternity services in the country. 

As of December 1956, there were about 2,000 hilots trained 'lmder 

this programme. The following is a story 'Which is typical of the 

hilots who have undergone training under t his programme.) 

* 

One rainy night, about 50 years ago, a young farmer's wife lay 

-wri thing in labour pains .inside a nipa hut in a barrio of Lipa, 

Batangas. The family hud.dJ.ed around,. their shadows dancing a.gainst 

the frail nips. 'Walls as the winds sent the uncertain~ light of the 
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coconut oil lamp flickering with every gust of wind. Outside, the 

noise of the night stirred. in the m:Lnds of those in the hut stories 

of witches associated with chi] dbirth. '!be fermer I. his bolo strapped 

to hi1l waist, had gone to the house of the "barrio" (villa.ge) h110t* 

severa.l kLlametres away. No help was 1mmed1a.tely ava.1la.ble and it 

'W!l.S evident that the hilot could not reach the hut in time. A 

younger sister of the farmer, seeing the agony of her Sister-in-law, 

gathered enough courage and assumed the role of a birth attendant. 

Crudely, she attended to the a.fter-a.e+ivery chores; because :the baby 

and the mother survived la.rgeJ.y due to her efforts, the 20-year-old 

country lass decided tbtlt she could., after all, be a h1lot. 

And a hilot she became. Now 70 years old, she still practises 

her cal 11 ng. Dut Na.nangII'* Pere (pronounced Pe _ re, accent on the 

J..a.st sylla.ble), as she is mown, is no longer in Lipa., Datangas. She 

had moved to randel aria, Quezon, ,1 years ago, a.1'ter 19 years of 

"practice" in Lipa.. Candela.r1a is a mun1cipa.llty of 10 barrios, with 

a population of 23 000 persons, loca.ted a.bout J20 k:Llomeixe s south of 

Man:f la. And as time changes, so does ~Pere (she is Mrs. 

Cipriana. Te.pero in the roster of ~1lots in the Candela.r1a Puer1cuJ.,. 

ture Centre, but let us ca.ll her "Nanang Pere" in this story, just 

as she is know in Candelaria). Nanang Pere goes around. nowadays 

with a sh:1ny a.lum1num kit, a gift of UNICEF. She graduatedJast 

September 1956 fi'om. the 12-week WHO/UNICEF-assisted HUot 'lra.1ning 

Progt'al1lllle of the Philippine Government held at the :puericulture 

* Hilot - Taga.log word tor the m1dw:l.f'e or tre.d1 tiona.l birth at.. 
. tenda.n.t. 

** Nana.ng - Ta.ga.log word for ' auntie', used for addressing. oJ.d people 
to show respect. 
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centre of Candelaria. 

Nanang Per.e may have ber 5O-year old nephew, wcs e birth 

ushered in ber bilot career,' as proof of ber long record in the 

service; in fact she can mme scores of her nephews and nieces and 

grendcb1ldren who came to this world through ber ministrations and 

cite them as proof of ber efficiency in the "pr$fession." nut she 

has no record of all her other deliver1es - she bad, nat'lU"aJ.J.y, lcs t 

count of them. She can tell YOU, bowever, that half a century of 

practice bad g:l.venher a store of "knowledge" about the trade. '!he 

bard years have steeled ber and she outgrew the clumsiness of her 

neophyte days wi th the experience sbe gained in actual ioTork and with 

the accumulated superstition, lores and community be11efs sbe bad 

acquired. 

In 1956, Nanang Pere heard of a government programme to train 

bil.ots from tbe barrio lieutenant of Malabanban Norte in Candelaria. 

Ma.la.banban Norte is a barrio of about 400 families and six hilots, 

located about two ldl.ometers from the town of Candelaria. It was to 

this barrio that Nanang Pere came to live witb ber family about ~l 

yea:rs ago. lIer husband died two years after they settled in Mala.bazl.. 

ban Norte; since tben, sbe bad to eke out a living for her five 

children. When Nanang Pere bea:rd of the tra,in1 ng programme, she 

volunteered to enroll in the class and was subsequently selected by 

the barrio lieutenant. 

For twelve weeks, Nanang Pere trekked to town and studied 

together with nine otber hilots, the new concepts of delivery and 

"foreign" metbods of pre' and post-natal care. Nanang Pere had 

studied "k.a.ton" (the equivalent of a ldnderga.i-ten schooling) and sbe 

can read a litUe Ta.ga.l.og. Tbe thrill of being a. "school.g1rl" (as 
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she had been teased by her grandchildren during her J2-week course) 

and t.he realization, t.o some litt.le degree, of tre frustrated desires 

for schooling, developed into eagerness for. the lessons being given 

in the p1.1ericulture centres. Moreover, Nanang Pere is a lighthearted 

woman" gifted "With gregariousness, a certain adaptabillty in her 

th1nld.ng and a contagiously f!l:J.y and 1'r1lllk spirit. She was thus able 

to take on the "demolition" of many bellefs and superstitions that 

she had religiously followed and observed during her almcs t ha.l.t a 

century of practice. 

After graduation, the 'TO-year old wanan became a completely 

different hilot. Where it was her habit before to merely dip her 

hands in the "tabo" (dried coconut shell used as family dipper) 

before attending to the mother, now she washes" brushes and scrubs 

her hands "With soap and warm water three times; her "says" (skirt) no 

longer serves as her apparel while in attendance because she now puts 

CIl aD apron. It is no longer the old "buri" (D8.tive palm) bag where 

the herbs and "buyo" (betelnut) and other medicinal plants of her 

trade are kept: the immaculate uw,rCEF kit contains all that is needed 

in the delivery. Nanang Pere takes no chances nowadays. She ster1-

llzes all her equipment -- the scissors, the cord ties, the babye 

tray and all her things. She applies a different method of cord 

cutting, the one taught by the nurse supervisor. Above all, she is 

very conscious of the "microbio" (microbes) that would cause. the 

baby's sickness and she is on the alert to prevent it from getting 

into the newly severed cord of the neWborn~ 

Nanang Pere is very proud of her kit. During a visit to the 

puericult.ure centre" she had the kit all tied up with newspapers and 

a. manila paper because she did not want the aluminum kit to get. wet: 
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she was, of course, advised that the ldt should be carried around 

unwrapped because the chances are that the paper wrappers are fUll of 

germs wh:i.ch could be passed on to the child~ 

Inside Nanang Pere I s ld t is a small notebook. It is also an 

important part of her ld t. In it she records the deliveries . she 

has attended to (during the nine months after her graduation she has 

recorded 25 births under her care), a chore that she never both~ 

wi th during the past 49 years! She is now re(!uired to lis t down her 

deliveries and this is done through the use of illustrations impro-

vised by the WHO Nurse-Midwife Consultant who started the training 

programme. The notebook is presented to the centre nurse every 15th 

and end of the month during follow-up meetings. 

There is one more contribution that Nanang Pere has been making. 

She has become the bridge between the town IS puericulture centre and 

the expectant mothers in the barrios. Of this, Mrs. Victoria M. 

Aguilar, centre nurse, remarked: "So far, the best result (from 

the hilot training scheme) was the increase in pre-natal cases refer-

red to us." As part of Nanang Pere I s routine, she advisee mothers on 

the proper foods to be taken during pregnancYi she likewise encour-

ages them to visit the centre and attend classes for mothers. Nanang 

Pere, however, admitted that her "advisory" services to mothers is a 

rather ticklish job in very remote nooks of the barrio. T1Ere are 

those Who would not listen to her "new" approach to diet and the care 
• 

of pregnant women as well as some of her recent views on post - natal 

visitations. In those instances, she does not insist on her way. 

Does that mean that her "preaching" of the new ideas makes her unpo-

pular in some segments of the barrio? She does not think so because 

her "clientele" does not diminish at all and she has not :encountered 
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rea.lly tough opposition. Nevertheless, she is careful in propagating 

the reforms in personal hygiene and the 'V'alue of nutrition to 

mothers, as well as the "discovery" of the "microbio" lest she openl:y 

antagonize the other five hilots in the neighbourhood who have not 

received training. 

If we IIl8.1 digress a bit, it is noteworthy to mention that since 

September 1956, to the end of July 1957, the 10 trained hi10ts in 

Candelaria barrios attended to 150 deliveries. Not a single infant 

death has . been reported. Although it was no surprise, Mrs. Aguilar, 

the centre nurse, reported that "more barrio people are beginning to 

like the trained hilots." In fact, Mrs. Aguilar has received 

requests from 10 mCIt'e untrained hilots to open up e. new class for 

them. And from one of the co-gra.d.ua.tes of Nanang Pere I the WHO 

Nurse-Midwife Consultant received e. request that she (the hilot) be 

allowed to pass on, in her last willI the UNICEF ldt to her daughter! 

The saying "one cannot teach an old dog new tricks" came to mind 

during our talk with Nammg Perea We asked her how she took it -

the cba.nge that was asked of her during her tra.1 ning. The struggle 

happened wi thin the septuagenarian when she learned that her usual. 

way of doing things was not the right one. It was bard for her to 

change, to adapt herself to the new pattern. Dut she caught on with 

the spirit behind the teaching efforts and, spealdng in a philosophi

cal vein, she said "'tflere is .need for chang1.ng the old practices". 

For one at 70, that was some statement. Nanang Pere, however, had 

more in store for this writer when she recited the background of the 

hilot training prC{!;ral!Ime. In· fluent Tagalog, she talked of the 

assistance being given by the "NagImlm.1 sang Dansa" (United Nations) 

through its agencies, the WHO and UNICEF. It turned out that lessons 
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about the assistance programne are part of the introduction to the 

main h1lot curricuJ.un. Na.na.ng Pere, indeed, bas not forgotten her 

lessons! 

Twice a month, Nanang Pere takes the bus and visits the town 

Where she reports to Mrs. Aguilar 1 together with nine other trained 

hil.ots. Durl.ng this visit, she replenishes her stock of cotton 

ba.ll.s, cord dressings, alcohol and soap; she also reviews her leSSOE 

and is asked questions that wouJ.d test her grasp of the scientific 

way of helping in childbirth that was taught her. The problems that 

are being encountered are discussed by the group and attempts at 

solution are made. These periodic trips keep her in close touch llI.1b 

the centre and ensures the close supervision over her activities by 

the centre nurse. The kit is opened, its contents inspected. Again, 

she is asked questions regarding the use of the equipment loaned to 

her, the centre nurse making sure that there are no lapses or return 

to the UDhygienic methods of the past. 

After the visits at the town puericulture centre, Nanang Pere 

g~s back to her barrio Mala.banban Norte to res1.lllle her work in the 

farm and ter visits to the parturients under her care. She treads 

the same beaten p:!.ths, she crosses the sazoo streams and rivulets, the 

same bamboo bridges, unchanging over the years. 

nut where the farm folks still work over the ancient copra kiln, 

making copra in the manner handed down by their ancestors, Nanang 

Pere now hurries off to answer a call with her shiny, new aluminun 

kit, deflecting stray lights of the S1m 1mder the coconut plantation 

shades. The kit symbolizes Nanang Pere t s acceptance of a. new way of 

life for her and for her people. She knows, ti:llib, that someone is 

going to carryon wi th the tradi tion in the ma.mner that she had 
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learned at somewhat a later stage in life: QGe of IE r grendcbt.ldren 

is enrolled in a medical. school in Manila. 

*** 



"~~ 
IN SMALL 

MALAITA 

1/ 

(OOTE: Small. Mala.i ta is one of the islands in the Dr1 tisb 

Solomon Islands Protectorate. It is 32 miles long and 12 miles wide. 

It is separated f'rom the southeastern end of Dig Me.la1ta. by the Mara-

masike Passage, at times onJ.y 50 YJ,rds wide. 

mountainous and. covered by a dense forest. 

of: the island is 1m1 pba.bi ted. 

The island is 

The narrow northern tip 

During the months of June and JuJ.y 1956, a Yaws Pilot Project 

was carried out by the Dri tish Solomon Islands Protectorate Yaws 
., 

Control Project and. a World Health Organization team composed of 

Dr. Friedrich Tross (team leader); Dr. Jose Ramirez, serologlstj and. 

Mr. J. P. Maxwell, administrative Officer. The field diary of the 

team, written by Dr. Tross, is a dramatic day-to-day aCC01.Ult ofb 

progress of the su:vey, as well as of the obstacles, both natural and 

IJI8l»omade, that stood on the way. The story that follows is based on 

the diary kept by the team.) 

A dinghy, grossly overloaded and very much like "an animated 

Christmas tree" inched its way across the reef and. nosed into a 
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mangrove swamp. A party of nine peop,le got off and plunged int:> the 

mangrove S'Walllp "Where they found themselves knee-deep in sl1me and rot

ting vegetation. For ha.lf a mile the pl.rty plodded on upwards in 

slippery latrite coloured clay ground until they reached a small 

village. The party split into two 1 'With four of them forming a. sub. 

team "Which proceeded to an area farther inland. 

The destination of the subteam 'Was a village called Haraniesi 

"Which meant a climb of about 750 feet over tricky ridges for the men. 

As they reached the rain. forest, a thunderstorm broke out, starting 

in the words of Mr. Maxwell "lille the opening bars of some great 

orchestra or symphony." Inside the primeval forest, Mr. Mawell felt 

that he 'WaS "in an environment out of this world "Where you could ex

pect to see anything up to ~ehistoric mammals spitting fire at those 

"Who would dare enter their domain." 

The team climbed farther up the mountain to the village of Hote 

"Which has a population of 84· :l.nhabitants. It is one of those 

villages visited now and then by mission workers. Recently it was 

visited by the District Commiss1oner. 

The village is. situated on a muddy ridge, some two hundred yards 

long at a height of 650 feet, surrounded by dense forests in the 

slopes of higher ground estimated at one thousand feet high. It has 

about twenty houses of the usual Solomon Island type, that is of 

cottage architecture, usually of two r::>oms 'With poor ventilation 

built up on stilts of from three to eight feet high. Between the 

stilts there are h::>used the pigs, firewood and poultry. The upper 

construction is made of saplings, bamboo and banana leaves for the 

roof. The main muddy high'WaY is approximately fifteen feet broad and 

the general dwellings are separated by about three or four yards 
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distant. In general the place is primi ti ve with a small school run 

by a locsl evangelist. The people are poor and do not look too well 

. fed. Their domestic life is communal and they still eat off crudely 

made wOoden dishes shaped like half a lemon. 

After the survey work, the health workers trudged down the 

mountain path and back to the motor vessel "Kovala", the base head

quarters for the pilot project. 

That was a short glimpse into the inland phase of the British 

Solomon Islands Protectorate Pilot Project during its 10th day of 

operation in the coastal and offshore villages of Small Malai ta 

island. The field team had left Honiara on the 10th of June aboard 

the 65-foot government motor vessel, the "Kovala". Accompanying the 

WHO team were the members of the national staff, AMPs Enele Karuru 

and Gideon Zoloveki, three Medical Assistants and three fressers. On 

board another vessel was Dr. F. Hollins, National Director of the 

British Solomon Islands Protectorate Yaws Control Programme. 

The team had sailed from Honiara not without disturbing forebod

ings, Even before they had started the field work, the health wor

Irera began to hear di stant rumours spreading in the villages to be 

surveyed that "in Honiara six persons had died already as victims of 

the (yaws) campaign." The team, ~vertheless, continued to its first 

stop, the village of Walande, one of the two main villages in the 

district. With the co-operation of the headmen, the field work 

started as scheduled on the 15th of June. 

Work was carried out in an open space in the centre of Walande 

village, under a roof of leave-mats tied to poles which the villagers 

had erected the previous night. The people did not mind having their 

blood samples taken but they expected to receive an injection 
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return. Meanllhile"serolog1cal work by Dr. Ramirez was being carr1.ed 

on aboard the "I0va.le." which was anclr:red in the bay. 

The team members were always f'ully occup~ed" even during 

Saturdays When no survey work could be done in the village because 

the villagers were out fishing and collecting food. Laboratory and. 

office work were being done in the ship and to secure maximum sa.fety 

of the ship, the "Kova.le." sailed out to the shelter of Fanelei Island. 

'Where 1"resh "Water was obtained. Two days after the start. of the 

Walande survey" the team "Was split into two to cover all the other 

vi~s of the island. 

With the "Kova.le." anchored in some cove or sheltered bay, the 

team members sallied forth into the inland ~s. In a.l.most all 

of the trips" the WHO officers would return to their base quarters 

descr1 bed f'i t.tingly as "utterly bedra.ggled and. any s:l.m1la.ri ty between 

us (the returning team) and the clean looldng WHO officers "Was purely 

coincidental. II 

The teams of AMP Enele and Gideon, occasionally accompanied by 

the WHO officers branched out to the v.Lllages -- Mala.:pu, Hota.ha.risi" 

Heran1esi, PuJ.u, Hoti" Fanelei, Pweu" Rot one" Autu:pa.1na., etc.--

located in the interior and 'Whose names spelled to the team hours and 

hours of walking tbrough swamps and over slippery bridges of tree 

trunks and rain forests j the trek made discomforting yet by the 

stinging beetles and. biting flies that kept the men ccmpa.ny on the 

way. In one particular v1J.lage, MaJ.a.pa.u, located 160 feet above sea 

level, the team members spent one sleepless night because the v1J.lage 

was teeming 'W:I.th mosquitoes. 

mas qui to net.) 

(Apparently, they did not bring any 

Dut the men were in high spir1 ts as they reported" a.:t'ter each 
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vill.a.ge visit, a 100 per cent coverage of the population. On the 

26th of June, the 1IKovala" with a.lJ. the staff aboard, anchored in a 

little cove, a hundred yards from a waterfall were the crew filled 

the ship's tank and ended the day with a refreshing bath in the 

waterfall. 

It was not on land alone that the team had a rough time 

however. During a run of :the ship to pick up blood samples from the 

teams, the ship was raked and tossed about by violent winds. Aptly 

described by Dr. Tross, the "Kovala" on the 6th day of July suftered 

this punisbment: 

1IAt 1 p.m. (6th July) we weighed anchor and tm-ned.the sharp 

clipperbow of the "Kovala" into the open ocean. Within a few minutes 

we received reso'mding smacks of the waves washing a.lJ. over our fore-

castle and making the ship shudder and groan and the spray fly right 

u.p to the mast top •••• At one time, the seas were M heavy that we 

feared the laboratory on the upper deck wouJil go overboard. II 

There was not a lack of high moments for the team member.s, minor 

incidents recorded in the diary that pictured the good-natured humour 

that sustained the men in their hardships. Thus, this little entry 

in the diary: 

IIWe carry alcoholic beverages on board, but they are for 'guests 

only'. During the tbree-fsy absence of Mr. Maxwell, Dr .• Ramirez and 

I (Dr. Tross) decided to test our Cinzanos, wtUsky, Gins, etc., in 

order to find Wether they were still good. They were!" 

Through rough seas, canned-food rations, refrigerator problems 

and from cove to cove: sheltered bays to the unending waves of the 

open seas to the travails of inland travel; the team worked for 

weeks, relentlessly tracking down villagers out in the bush and 
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leaving the v.I..l.l.a.ges only after 100 :per cent of the population have 

been S1.U"V'eyed. The mass campaign, covered through a series of 

village hops f'inally ended on 18 July 'When the M/v "Kovala." steamed 

back into Honiara and the last entry was ma.de in the diary: 

"18.7.56. Wednesday: 

Left Ma.ka. 32.05 a.m. for Honiara. Pilot Project area of Small 

MaJ.a.ita carrpleted at 4.45 p.m. on 17.7.56. Arrived Honiara at 

32.10 p.m. MISSION COMPLEl'ED." 

* * * 
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TEN YEARS OF NURSING EDUCAiION 
~ CHINA. BURMA ~ MICRONESIA by ruth Ingram 

What is WHO? I asked. That was early in 1947 in China. I was a 

;nember of the China. Mission of UNRRA vhich was closing its work and 

someone had suggested that I transfer to WHO. Ten years have passed 

since then and memories of my experiences crowd into my mind. 

I should like to share a few highlights of those years with you. 

The years I spent with UNBRA and WHO in war-torn China frOJll 

August 1945 to August 1950 were devoted largely to helping Chinese 

nurses re-establish their schools of nursing and t~ developing new 

schools in other areas. One of the areas where I f~und great satis-

faction in helping was in the far northwest of China. I was sent up 

there in May 1946, to the city of Lanchow. In that distant prOvince, 

a remarkable Chinese doctor had built the Lanchow Hospital durlng the 

war, on the banks of the Yellow River. On one occasion, the Yellow 

River overflowed its banks and part of the hospital had to be 

evacuated temporarily until he could build a dyke to hold back the 
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flood waters. The doctor had gathered around him an able staff of 

doctors and nurses who were heroically struggling to help the people 

of that area in spite of the lack of medical supplies and 

difticulties of transportation. They worked amidst constant frus-

trations with great determination. 

I went up to Lanchow, expecting to stay fQr a week - possibly 

two, but the Lanchow Hospital became my headquarters for the next 

four years. 1 helped to teach the student nurses, acted as liaison 

between the hospital and the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation 

Administration (UNRBA) and the World Health Organization (WHO). How 

thorougnly the group had accepted me as one of themselves I found out 

one day when one of them made a casual remark about Americans, then 

looked at me with some surprise and said., "Why - you are an American 

yourself! 1 had forgotten." Perhaps this was partly due to the fact 

that since I was born in China, Chinese is my second language. 

The Chinese doctor suggested a trip to the fabulous Golden 

Roofed Temple of Kumbum, up in Ching-Hai province one day. While I 

was in Ching-Hai, 1 met the Governor, Me. Bu-Fang, a Muslim who ruled 

that province like a medieval baron. His word was law. But he was 

interested in getting some western medicine started in his province 

and invited me to cane and help him. He had two or three fairly 

well-trained doctors but he wanted a school of nursing. Someone had 

told him that a medical service could not function without nurses. 

Well, the Muslims up there would not allow their girls to leave the 

family courtyard after they were twelve years Qf age so that he could 

not call on the Muslims. But he was a man who would not give up when 

he decided to do something. So he said, "1 '11 I!l8nage it this way. 

I'll give a monthly supply of'millet to-every poor-chinese family who 
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will allow one of their girls to enter my sChool of nur sing:' Millet, 

by the way, is the staple f::>od of the poor people thr::>ughout the area. 

When I got up there, the Govern::>r had recruited by this method 

some 110 little girls wh::> said they were between 15 and 18 years old, 

although some looked much youn~r. For the direct::>r of this school, 

he had chosen a middle-aged Muslim gentleman who knew all about 

discipline and nothing about health. The buildings and premises were 

kept spotlessly clean and neat but water was so scarce in that town, 

so five little girls usually used the same basin of water to wash 

their faces. It was, therefore, not at all a surprise to find that 

105 girls out of the 110 had pretty bad cases of trachoma and almost 

as many were suffering fr::>m scabies! 

The children really w::>rked hard and I felt sorry for them. One 

day I sug~sted to the Muslim gentleman that I would like to give a 

party for these youngsters. He was all f::>r it. He said "if you will 

supply the money I will do all the rest of the work." He bought half 

an ox and two fat sheep on the hoof, about 20 pounds of sugar (a 

great luxury in that region), 50 pounds of bread and some rice. Then 

he suggested that the instructors be invited as well. On the day of 

the party, the instructors were entertained in one building. The 

li ttle girls brought all the :.r school benches to a large room and 

arranged them in the form of a large "U". While the party was going 

on, I left the sedate gI'::>up ::>f teachers to see the little girls. As 

I went in, food was being put before each of the little girls, and as 

the big mounds were being piled before them, I wondered how they 

could possibly eat so much. I took a slow walk around that "u" and 

when I got back to the place where I had started, I was astonished to 

see all the food gone! The children had eaten as much as they could 
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and had p:l.cked all that was left. into their handkerchiefs to carry 

home. In fact, some of them had eaten too much. Several were quite 

sick afterward~. But some of the children told me the next day that 

that was literally the first time in their whole lives that they had 

been able to eat as much as they could. I remember that dinner party 

as giving me more pleasure than any other ·that I have ever given. 

The Communist Armies 

August 1949. They took 

* * * 

occupied the entire northwest 

over the Lanchow Hospital 

region in 

immediately, 

because it had been supported financially partly by American funds 

and partly by the Nationalist Government. I asked the Communists to 

let me work in one of their emergency hospitals. A bloody battle had 

raged in the mountains around Lanchow. A small army of Muslims had 

offered stiff resistance and for days the fighting took place in the 

mountains above us. The battleground was so clcs e that we seemed to 

occupy grandstand seats. At night we could see the flashes of big 

guns and hear the rattle of machine gun fire. However, not a bullet 

strayed into the hospital premises and no one was injured in that 

hospital during the fighting. 

When the battle was over, the remainder of the Muslim army had 

escaped over the Yellow River to the northwest. There were thousands 

of wounded who needed care and attention. The Communis ts opened 

several emergency hospitals and one of them was two miles away on the 

campus of the Lanchow University. Sixteen hundred wounded men were 

crowded into that one hospital; half of them were stretched on boards 

laid across wooden trestles, the rest huddled on the mud floors. 

Water had to be carried from the Yellow River in buckets. For weeks 
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the patients lay in their soiled, bloody, tattered garments because 

we had no others to give them. With the thousands of woupded, any

one who knew anything about surgical dressings or who could handle a 

pair of surgical scissors was called in to help. For six weeks we 

were all busy caring for the wounded. 

The staff attending to the wounded were doctors who had received 

short courses in Army medicine at Yenan. The chief of staff was a 

woman who had graduated from one of the Mission Hospital Schools of 

Nursing in Shanghai. The nurses were stout country lads who had 

never received any nursing training. What that group of doctors and 

nurses lacked in knowledge and skill, they made up for by their un

selfish devotion to their patients. For 16 to 20 hours a day, seven 

days a week, they worked! Never did I hear a word of complaint from 

any of them, regardless of how weary they were. And their devotion 

paid 'off for there were feY deaths. One patient who had developed 

tetanus from a very bad compound fracture of the femur, I thought 

could not pull through. Each morning when I reached the hospital I 

would peek into the room to see if he were still there. Somehow, 

even though ~he supply of antitoxin gave out long before he was out 

of danger, he lived and a few days before I left the northwest, 

proudly hobbled into the courtyard to let me take his picture. 

he 

Several months after that heavy fighting near Lanchow, the 

Connnunists as'ked me to continue my classes in the Lanchow, Hospital 

School of Nursing. They also asked me to teach their so-called Army 

Nurses. Some of these "Army nurses" were ooys that I worked with at 

the emergency hospital. The authorities had picked out 80 men whom 

they considered most promising and told me that they wanted me to 

teach them nursing. I never had a more enthusiastic and eager group 
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of students. This school was established in an old fortress built by 

the Manchus about 300 years ago. I lived down on the banks of the 

Yellow River but this fortress was up on the plateau about a mile am 

a half way. Every morning they would send a soldier with a horse 

to escort me up to the fortress. The men had their classes in a 

large unheated room. They sat on rough boards placed across piles of 

broken bricks; I conducted the class from an improvised mud platfo~ 

Sometimes their benches would collapse and one day, my platform gave 

way right in the middle of the class! 

At first I was puzzled as to how I could teach the 80 men the 

simple nursing procedures. They themselves suggested the solution. 

They selected 10 men whom I taught personally. Then each of these 

10 men taught the lesson to seven others. These nurses were all 

farm boys, barely illiterate, and all had been in the Eighth Route 

Army for at least two years, some for four or fi ve years. They had 

carried wounded soldiers on their backs over the mountains when the 

Nationalists were at their heels; they had hidden their patients in 

caves and fought off pursuing Nationalists. They had scoured for 

food. In short, they had done everything for the wounded except 

nurse them. For that, they had no preparation. ~ Communis ts 

realized it and that was why they took this opportunity to train 

them. For almost six months I continued with my classes, under 

c::mdi tions more Spartan than I had ever taught before. 

When we started it was mid-winter. The room was unheated. The 

wind was so strong - it tore out tre paper. windows almost every day 

so that most of the time we were practically holding class outdoors. 

Since the room was unsuitable for practical demonstrations, those 

classes were held outdoors; some while snow lay on the ground; some 
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in the blistering heat of summer. But weather made no difference to 

those men. The ten "student-tutors" took their responsibility with 

the greatest seriousness; while they taught I circulated among the 

squads. Every now and then, one of those "tutors" would rush over to 

me and say, "Teacher, what did you tell us t8 say about this?" They 

sucked up all that I could teach them, a~ a dry sponge absorbs 

moisture. 

Finally, in June 1950, WHO sent me word that the China Mission 

was to be discontinued and instructed me to ask for an exit permit. 

Early in August the permit was granted and I left China. 

I like to think, though, tha t something was left behind.. 

Despite the great upheaval, the precepts and aims of the World Health 

Organization were successfully applied for one year. 

* * * 

My next assignment was at the Rangoon General Hospital in Burma. 

About six weeks after I left Lanchow, I reached Rangoon, in pouring 

rain. I was assigned by the World Health Organization to help train 

two Burmese grad.uate nurses for positions as sister tutors. The 

easiest way to d.o this was to d.emonstrate teaching methods to them. 

Our students had little knowledge of English and some of them who 

came from the northern area of the country spoke n8 Burmese. Tlae 

older students were on duty in the wards f8r 18ng hours and found it 

difficult to stay awake the h8ur 8r two per week that they were 

required to spent in the classrooms. 

The first few months of this assignment were probably the most 

difficult and lonely part of my entire experience. I was the first 

WHO pers8n to go t8 Burma and remained. the only 8ne for months. 
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Conditi~ns in Rangoon were so upset at that time that it was not safe 

to leave the hospital premises in the evening unless one had a car: 

I had no car and there were no taxis. It was, indeed, a very l~nely 

life. So far as ;ohe work was concerned, it was very t~ugh, too. The 

h~spital and sch~ol ~f nursing had been utterly disrupted by the war 

and were still in the process of reorganization. But there was a 

wealth of clinical teaching material on the wards of the hospital and 

some of the doctors were excellent teachers. They began to 

supplement their lectures with demonstrations of actual cases in the 

ampitheatre and to give bedside clinics on the wards. The students, 

of course, enj~yed that. And so, after a ..mile, the nurses got the 

idea that the class work had a lot to d~ with their ward service and 

they became much more interested and amenable to instruction. The 

two Burmese nurses with whom I worked were really wonderful. They 

were very receptive and after I fifteen months ..men it was time for me 

to go, I felt that I had accomplished my assignment. 

One of the sister tutors that I trained, Sister McIntyre, is 

still in Rangoon ..mere she is in charge ~f the teaching pr~gramme for 

the Sch~ol of Nursing in the Rangoon General Hospital. The other one 

has succumbed to marriage and is taking care of her ~wn children now. 

I do not consider her a loss to the nursing profession as I am sure 

that she is playing an important role in her community. 

Before I left, I felt that the attitude towards the nursing 

programme had changed entirely. When I was to go on home leave after 

fifteen months, the students invited me to breakfast in their dining 

room and presented me with a beautiful necklace and bracelet. 

* * * 
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While I 'WaS in the United States, I 'WaS amazed to receive a 

letter from a member of the U.S. Government asking whether I would go 

out to the U.S. Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands to establish a 

school of nursing there. I had heard of Truk and Pona.pe and knew 

that bloody battles had been fought during World War II in K'Wajalein 

and Palau but I did not even know on Which side of the equator those 

islands lie. However, the opportunity to establish a pattern for 

nursing in a place uahampered by old traditions and many govern

ment regulations appealed to me strongly. In August 1952, I found 

myself in what was to me aJl entirely new world. 

The United Ste. tes Trust 'lerritory of the Pad fic Islands covers 

an area of the ocean about the size of the continental United States. 

On 97 islands which are large enough to be inhabited, live approxi

mately 60,000 people. The area is administered as six districts; 

nine separate aJld distinct laJlguages are spoken by those 

peoples. I found a small hospital in each district centre 

60,000 

with 

capaci ties varying from 30 to 60 beds. The most adVaJlced schooling 

'Was approx:!,ma.tely equal to an American 10th grade. As compared with 

the people of Asia, the Micronesians seemed on the whole healthy aJld 

well-nourished. They were untouched by the strains of western 

civilization aJld thEir isolation bad protected them from the terrible 

scourges of the Orient. SOllE of the people in each island understaJld 

the use of healing herbs and the care of fractures. This information 

aJld their skills were carefully guarded secrets aJld were passed on 

from generation to generation in the family. Tre most prevalent 

diseases were tuberculosis, intestinal paraSites, respiratory 

infections, skin dise~ses and in certain areas, leprosy aJld 

filariasis. Yaws, which used to be a problem in the territory, was 
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practically wiped out by the U. S. Navy. 

Then·the nursing school was established. Most of the students 

have been recruited from the Pacific Island Central School at Truk, 

Which gives the most advanced sch::loling in the Trwt Territory. The 

students, both men and women, came from all districts. The unique 

situati::ln in Micronesia seemed to call for a different pattern of 

training from other part~ of the world. These young men and women 

had to be taught to assist the doctors to care for the patients in 

the district hospitals but their services were also needed in the 

outlying islands where dispensaries have been established, manned by 

health aides. These health aides have received little or no formal 

training and,most of them had picked up what little knowledge they 

possess from working in the district hospital. As the funds of the 

Trust Territory for medical work was limited, the school was ex

tremely fortuaate in securing help from the China Medical Board 

of New York Inc. which has supplied us with a public health nursing 

instructor, good teaching equi~~t, a fund for the production of 

textbooks adapted to Micronesia. 

course has been eS.tablished. 

Wi th this assistance, a two;. year 

How are the graduates of the school measuring up to their res

ponsibilities? One young woman, two months after graduation, was 

sent to an island 40 miles from 'Koror where no doctor is located. 

She visited a woman who was about to deliver her 14th chili and asked 

her to go to the hospital, but the woman refUsed. She went into 

labour and developed four major obstetrical complications, including 

shock. A few weeks later, I was down on the island and the graduate 

told me about this case. I asked fearfUlly "Did the baby live?" And 

she said, "The baby is fine!" "And the mother?" "She is gaining in 
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strength every day!" said' the yelung nurse WO had been taking care 

of them. 

When the village magistrate called on me the next morning and 

requested that the young nurse be allowed tel remain beyond her 

alloted assignment, I understood why the villagers wanted to keep her 

on their island. 

Nurses who marry and have children do not always drop out, as I 

experienced just this past winter. A Palauan nurse, . Kyoko Sulial, 

had a baby in January. She was stationed as teaching supervisor in a 

village health centre on an island about 2-1/2 hours motorboat ride 

from Koror. Kyoko brought up her baby as she had been teaching the 

mothers to do. She took care of the child, feeding it in the 

morning, bathing and putting it to bed. The baby was not carried 

around. :sut tlU'Clughout MlcrClnesia, it is considered a terrible thing 

to put a baby down. They carry the child all the time, jiggling and 

rocking it all day long. Kyoko' s baby was not treated that way but 

was put down to bed. And when the village mothers saw that Fyoko's 

child was stronger, healthier, and happier than their own, they 

chorused, "Well, it seems that what she told us has something to it 

after all!" 

of talk. 

An actual demonstration is more forceful than any ammmt 

There was a male nurse - Ramon is his name. He came from 

Ulithi, an atoll 90 miles off Yap. Ramon entered the school, de

termined to go back and help his own people. He graduated a year 

ago and has gone home. But he was worried for fear that the women-

folk would not accept help from him because he was a man. I was 

worried, too, until I received a letter from him recently, saying: 

''My people are building a new dispensary for me and I have 
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been called to assist in two deliveries. On one of them I performed a 

minor operation and it completely healed 'Within a week. This made 

such an impression on the villagers that they have asked me to give 

the old village midwives some lessons about delivering babies." 

There seems to be no question - the Micronesian people appreciate 

medical care. 

* * * 

Ten years have passed since I first asked "What is WHO?" In the 

years that I have since spent with WHO and later wi th the Uni ted 

States Government in the U. S. Trust Territory Islands, I have simply 

tried to do my bit towards meeting a great need of technically under-

developed countries 

O'WIl people. 

to prepare students to teach health to their 

******* 
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Ruth Ingram vas born in the American "Doard Mission compound 

outside the city of Peldng, the daughter of Dr. JamesH. Ingram, a 

medical missionary a.o.d Ss.liy Voss Ingram. At the age of nine, she 

went tbrough the siege of Peking, the family living under :fire for 

55 days • a.o.d subsisting on horse meat and mou.ldy rice while wi ting 

for the AJJ.1ed a.rm1es to reach Peking. After their rescue, the 

Ingram family moved to America for a year in ~900. 

In ~90~, the Ingrams were back in China. to rebu1l.d the mission 

which wa.s destroyed during the Doxer rebellion. The American Doard 

Mission occupied an Imperi~ Pala.ce"Where Miss Ingram 11 ved for a 

year until the Mission was rebu1~t. 

Miss Ingram went to school and prepared for college in a Chinese 

schoo~. She studied at Oberlin College and after her gra.d.ua.tion, she 

was engaged. for foUl' years in social work in the United. States. She 

took up nursing a.f'ter four years of soci~ work. Following her 

graduation, she went back to China. with the Rockefeller Foundation's 

pilot proJect in medical and nursing education -- the Peking Union 

Medic~ College, "Where she spent the next 10 years. 

Her next assignment was at the Washington Uni vers1 ty in at. 

Louis where she hea.d.ed the School of Nursing and. later in New Or~ans 

a.s head of the Nursing School and Nursing Service in Touro I~ 

for five years. In 1945, she joined tlNRRA; she was WHO Nursing Con.

.ultant for China. from 1947 to 1950; and for Durma. from 1950 to 1951. 

From 1952 to 1957, she was the N"In'sing Education- Superv1.sor for the 

U.S. Trust Territories in the Pa.cific. 
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FOR E W 0 R D 

The Western Pacific Regional Office of the World Health Organi

zation has during the past years tried to provide that "human inter-

est" material which so many people ask for and "Which naturally is 

not contained in official reports. This is the fourth volume of 

STORIES OF THE WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION IN THE WESTERN PACIFIC. I 

believe and I hope that it will be as well received as the previous 

volumes "Which have become an important source for writers. 

Again, following a tradition that was started four years ago, I 

send with these stories my greetings to you and my best wishes for 

the coming year. 

December 1958 

_i_ 

I. C. Fang, M.D. 
Regional Director 
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4~~ 
I N THE 

WEST ERn PRC IFI G 

'!'be Western Pacific region has a wide divergence in cultural, 

economic and social patterns. Wi thin its boundaries there is a 

sharp difference in the standard of public health development and 

progress in health services. The health needs of countries vary 

grea tly; the heal.th services of governments in the region range 

from those whicb have been firmly and soundly established for many 

years to those which have been started only recently and those lotI1.ch 

have been initiated on a sound administrative and tecbn1cal basis 

within the ten year lifetime of the World Health Organization. 

Althougn there are very few health problems in the world which 

are not to be found in many parts of the region, there is no cammon 

outstanding health problem tor the entire Western Pac1!'1c. Tbe re • 

gion is, indeed, one of those parts of the world where the past 

meets the present in many phases of life. However, during the years 

following the establishment of the World Health Organization, there 

has developed common denaninators to the health progress in the re

gion. These are the increased awareness in health and health work, 



the stimulation and encouragement of governments to prcmote and 

protect health and the acceptance by all of the concept that "health 

is a state of' complete physical, mental and social well-being and 

not merely the absence of' disease or inf'irmity." 

Progress in health work within the Region must be taken within 

the context of the overall governmental programmes, taking special 

note of the changing attitudes of' governments with respect to those 

health projects. It is particularly important to mention that the 

attitude of governments with regard to WHO assistance has consider

ably improvedj the advisory role of WHO field personnel is now more 

understood and appreciated. The idea that WHO assistance and train. 

ing i a paving the way for nati.onal staff to take over control of 

those projects is gradually taking root. This may well be reflected 

in the many requests received by WHO fram governments for the e~ 

sion of' existing programmes and assistance in new projects. 

Looking back at the years after the Second World War and 

following the establishment of WHO in the Western Pacific, one is 

heartened by the big stride in the march of health. Ravaged by -we.r 

and beset by disturbed conditions and a multitude of post-war head. 

aches, many governments of the Western Pacific countries neverthe

less rallied on and continued wi th their work of nation-building. 

In that painful task of rebuilding fram the ruins of war, the World 

Health Or~zation can claim a share, a duty f'ulfilled, which it 

sweated for with much the same zeal and enthusiasm. 

It should be remembered that assistance to countries in the 

Western Pacific did not start with the opening of the Regional 

Office. Joint WHO/UNICEF projects were being directed fram Geneva 

before the office could be set up. Because of the close contact 

necessary between Member Governments and VlHO in carrying out the ex-
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panding assistance projects, the need for a regional office became 

urgent 1n 1950. 

A basic purpose behind all 'WHO assistance is the strengthening 

of national health services. While in the early days 'WHO-assisted 

projects principally were in the form of control measures against 

communicable diseases, this basic aim was always part of the prog

ramme. Gradually, emphasis shifted to the training of personnel. 

In a region 'Where the dearth of adequately trained staff has more 

than once threatened to arrest progress in health work, the shift in 

stress was indeed a very wise one. This has led to the realization 

by Member States that regional facilities should be utilized as much 

as possible in the training of personnel, taking into consideration 

the sim:l.larities in baalth problems lhich e:dst in various groups of 

countries. This inter-regional training scheme is a departure trom. 

the former practices and is helping shape new approaches to many 

health problems. 

The emphasis in training programmes had led to an increase in 

the number of projects requiring assistance to educational instit~ 

tions lIhich were accomplished through visits of short-term consult

ants, seminars, exchangP. programmes, visiting lecturers, and the 

provisions of medical literature and teaching equipuent. As the 

number of trained workers in the Region grows, more intensive 

courses could be organized so that the level of training could be 

gradually raised until the desired standard is achieved. With the 

upgrading of the standard of health workers, the strengthening of 

health services of the various countries may soon be realized. 

Malaria Eradication 

Among the earliest act! vi ties of' the Regional Office were those 

directed to the control and eradication of communicable diseases 



such as malaria, yaws and tuberculosis. If any highlight is to be 

singled out in the continuing fight against mala.ria. it is the ex-

pansion of control programmes into malaria. eradication campaigns. 

Governments have been alerted to the difficulty they would encounter 

should the anopheles ~osquito develop resistance to insecticides and 

a change in strategy has been adopted in China and the Philippines 

to meet this eventuality. In the same manner, countries in the Re-

gion have become aware of t!i.e common dangers posed by malaria, pa,r_ 

ticula.rly in areas were there al'e COlllIllon national boundal:ies. 

results are inter-col,;.."l.tr;, .na.ln~:j.a programmes, tvo of them now in 

opera.tion: the Anti-Malarj.a Co-ordination Board with representatives 
------~ 

from Burma, Cambodia, Leos, the Federation of Malaya, Thailand, Viet 

Nam and the Borne~~~ covering Erunei, North Borneo a.nd Sa-

rawak. 

An example of an effective malaria eradication programme is in 

Taiwan where assessment of the programme showed that malaria trans-

mission has been int~rrupted in most parts of the island after two 

consecutive annual resie.ual sprayings. For instance, in 1951, there 

were 1,200,000 cases of malaria resulting in l2,OOO deaths reported 

in Taiwan. In 1956 only 492 cases with no deaths were reported. 

In the Pailippir-es, male.ria has also ceased to be a major 

public health problem in many of former hyperendemiC areas and 

efforts are nNl aimed at the eradication of the disease. In 

general, however, anti-malarfa efforts in the Region have been 

handicapped by two main problems: namely, the lack of sufficient 

number of trained malaria-control workers, and the lack of f'unds for 

supplies, equipment and other expenses needed in an intensive anti-

malaria. camps.igl.. A third problem also exists in some countries 

which is the need for studies to determine whether malaria. trans-
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mitted by the local mosquito vector could be effectively and econo

mically controlled by the modern anti-malaria techniques. 

Yaws control 

Some significant results of WHO participation in yaws control 

in the regLon are: 1) the encouragement of rural health work; 2) 

the cultivation of greater readiness of health personnel to under

take work in rural areas after their experience in control projects; 

and 3) the stimulation of the people to want improved health condi

tions for themselves. Yaws endemic areas have been drawn, or are ba

ing drawn, into a regional-wide programme. The disease, which is .a 

major public health problem in some areas, may eventually bow out of 

the scene. 

In the field of tuberculosis, programmes have been limited to 

BeG campaigns during the early years. Gradually, the concept· of 

tuberculosis as a public health and not a clinical problem is being 

accepted in many countries; techniques, methods, supplies, equip

ment and recording of results have been standardized. With the awaro. 

of fellowships to train medical officers and nurses, tuberculosis 

control services are being improved. A signj.:ficant trend which has 

been encnuraged by the Organization is the increasing emphasis on 

overall tuberculosis control projects in which BOO will be an inte

gral part. 

Health Education of the PubLic 

The incorporation of health education of the people in many 

WHO-assisted projects was a major development that helped shape a 

new philosophy of health among the peoples of the regLon. In some 

countries, this has led to incze ased participation of the COJmD1m1 ty 

in health work. There is no doubt that the emphasis gLven to health 



education in same field projects, notably in the Schisto~s~omI~a~s~lrs~------""". 

Control Pilot Project in Leyte, Philippines, is helping establish a 

firm foundation for health in the grassroots level. Where health 

work was mainly on the preventive side, the participation of the . 

community for health betterment has touched off new consciousness; 

thus :people in those areas are now aware of the value of hea.J:tb. 

The urge to better their station and to· .. work for cleaner surro1mdill@Jl 

has been kindled. It would be safe to say that in those areas 

"Where health projects have gained headway, the people have realized 

that they can better their lot through means wi thin their reach and 

capacity. 

There is the snowballing interest in environmental sanitation 

and the role it plays in improving the health of the population. 

Governments are also realizing that the foundation of sound environ

mental sanitation programmes rests on the provision for sufficient 

number of well-trained and qualified professional and sub-profess

ional workers in the field. 

NurSing 

In the field of nursing, there was a great disparity in devel

opnent among many countries in the Region; "While some had progress

ive nursing standards and a corps of qualified nurses, many 

countries had no nursing service, so to speak of, in the ~ars 

immediately after the Pacific War. There were various causes that 

accounted for the dearth of nursing personnel, chiefly due to the 

complexity of factors related to the economic, cultural and social 

patterns existing in the countries concerned. In many areas, 

nursing was generally confined to menial tasks or the acquisition of 

certain skills to assist the doctors. Outside of these, there were 

certainly no incentives for the growth of the nursing service. 
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During the period fiom 1950 to 1957, WHO assistance in nursing 

and midwifery education was given in almost every country and tern.. 

tory in the Western Pacific. The field projects that were carried 

and still are being carried on were pe.rticularly concerned with the 

improvanent of the quality of the nursing practice. New pr!\graumes 

in basic n\U"sing have been established; programmes for prepe.ration 

of nurses and midwives at the professional and auxiliary level have 

been strengthened. The years slowly evolved a "new look" for the 

nursing profession; nurses beS/Ul to take increaSingly active pe.rt in 

professional problems and new legislations contrOlling the nursing 

and midwifery education, practice, registration, and examination 

have been passed in many countries; in others, existing laws have 

been revised while in a few countries such laws are under review and 

revision. These developnents augur well for the further improvement 

of health services in the Region. For"the first time in the history 

of some countries, nurses have been appointed as directors or, 

assistant directors of schools of nursing and nursing services and 

that nurse representation at national government levels have been 

set up. WHO can claim that, within the span of a few years, it has 

helped raise the profession to a much higher status. 

Maternal and Child Health 

The same dispe.ri ty in developnent exists in the fieJ.d of nater

nal and child health. In many countries the lack of qual1fied 

personnel hampered the growth of services in this pse of publ1c 

health. The need for improving maternity care services is a very 

real one in many pe.ris of the Region, especially where a hisll pro

portion of births is still attended by untre.1ned persons. In addi

tion to assisting countries to increase the number of trained pro

fessional and auxiliary midwives, WHO and UNICEF have also helped to 



develop trai n1 ng programmes to ..mprove ~..Ji... "''-_ < _____ v ____ ~.~ _______ _ 

birth attendants. This serves as a double purpose: it is an inte:dm 

measure to provide better care at the time of delivery until suffi-

cient trained staff are available and it provides a usei'uJ. link bet-

ween the health services and the community where the traditional 

birth attendant often holds a position of considerable prestige and 

influence. 

'!be training of traditional birth attendants has a very laOO-

able effect on the public health structure of the country; it 

reaches to the remote corners of rural areas and in communities 

where trained personnel are not yet sufficiently at1r acted to for 

practice of their profession. The traditional midwives are effect

ive transmitters of the "new" concept of health to the mothers in 

the villages and areas where health education and some elementary 

forms of hygiene are still wanting. It has the effect of creat1Il.g a 

wider base for a health education pattern, at the same time achiev

ing the goals of improving maternity care. 

A general review of the materna.J. and child health situation in 

the Region would reveal. many needs still unans'Wered: more well-

trained paediatricians are urgently required; there is a dearth of 

maternal and child health administrative units at national levelsj 

nutritional problems have as yet received insufficient attention and 

the developnent of sanitation services are still inadequate although 

they are of primary importance to child health. But to give spec1-

fic instances of progress in this field, programmes in some 

countries could be cited. Specialized programmes for the care of 

premature infants and for handicapped children have been developed 

during the past five years by the Government of Japan. In the Phil-

ippines, a domiciliary premature infant care services, associated 

wi th the domiCiliary obstetrical service in Manila has also been 
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jointly assisted by WHO and UNICEF. 

There are other problems such as Mental Health that are re

ceiving the attention of the governments in the Region. Progress:h 

this field continues to be bam;pered by the lack of trained personnel 

at all levels and the reluctance of graduates to seek service in 

this particular field. To solve this problem, the World Health Or

ganization has helped to provide opportunities for training 

personnel through fellowship. At this moment e. WHO consultant is 

helping the Government of the Philippines in the task of modernizing 

the country's mental health services. 

There is another significant step that WHO has made. It is the 

sponsorship of seminars, conferences, study tours and visits con

cerning almost all phases of public health problems. Through this 

sponsorship, there has gradually developed a kinship among the 

health officials of countries in the Western Pacific. Where before 

each country worked in a vacuum, there now exists a working rela

tionship; where each country before had its own standard of health 

practice, there is now a common pattern and system being followed. 

There is a gradual outflow and intake of scientific information, 

working methods as well as improved practices fran one country to 

another; knowledge is pooled and made available to all. Over and 

above these are the lasting personal contacts that result fran the 

meetings of health officials, thus bringing about the understanding 

of the problems confronting other countries a fac~r that could 

well be the foundation of all the efforts of 'WHO as well as the 

United Nations and all its specialized agencies. 

* * * 



}\ WHO 
MENTAL 

HEALTH ~juttutl 
IN THE 

PHILIPPINES 

One day in December 1957, a middle-aged man stepped down from 

the Bicol Express from Manila and proceeded to his barrio home in a 

town in Sorsogon province. He 'Was returning home after a.lmost four 

years absence and 'WaS probably looking forward to a happy reunion 

with his wife and children. 'When he· reached home, his family-was 

frightened and shocked. As if seeing the ghost of one long dead., 

they were all filled with panic and scampered a-way. Not one returDo 

ed to the house. Thinking that his family would recover from the 

initial fright, the man stayed in the house for a few days. But, as 

if avoiding the plague, the members of the family kept a-way from the 

house. The neighbours also left him alone. Only one person came to 

the house -- a policeman W,nO took him under custody and escorted him 

back to the place where he had been during the past four years, the 

National Mental Hospital in Mandaluyong, the Philippines I only ins-

titution for the mentally ill. 

The man, somewhere nearing his fifties, had been a patient in 

the mental hosp! tal. He had been pronounced ready to go back to his 

family and to society. But his family and the barrio people reject-
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ed him. Though well agJlin, he had to go .back to the onl.y peop~e who 

would accept him -- his fe~w patients in the menta~ hospita~. 

This story 'Was taken from the ti~es of the Nationa~ Menta~ Hos

pi tal. where the particular problem of well patients being re~ected 

by society has been mu1tiplied many times. 

Dr. Me.nue~ M. Escudero, menta~ heuth c:onsu1tant of the Wor~d 

Hea~th Orpnization (WHO) in the Philippines, considers this problem 

of basic importance in the treatment of the mentally ill in the 

PhilippineS. In his in1tia~ report, he said: 

"There are more than four times the number of patients than the 

hospital. can ho~d. Of these, about six hlmdred can be considered 

well enough to return to their homes. But therein lias one of our 

greatest problems. The families do not want the cured patients 

back. The community is not interested, either. Why? There is the 

stigma attached to having been once considered. a psychotic patient 

and there is uso the fact that the patient's actual living space in 

many cases has aueady been occupied by someone e~se." 

In ~956, the Philippine Government requested the Wor~d Health 

Orpnization for a mental. hea~th expert to he~p the Government 1m-

prove the menta~ hea~th services of the cOlmtry and to he~p solve 

the prob~em posed by overcrowding in the menta~ hospita~. Bu1~t to 

accCllllllodate ~,OOO patients, the National Menta~ Hospita~ had some 

4,300 patients within its wal~s. The overC!lowding had reached a 

point where it became a critical problem. 

The WHO Regional Office for the Western Pacific in Manila de-

cided that the best man for the job 'Was Dr. Escudero who 'Was then 

with the Menninger Foundation in Topeka, Kansas. Dr. Escudero vas 

born in Zamboanga City J Philippines. Atter recei nng his medicu 



education in tb.e University of the Pbilippines, he studied psychia

try in the United States and worked for a number ot years in Ameri

can hospitals, later becaning a citizen of the United Sta1es. 

Upon his arrival in Manila early in 1957, Dr. Escudero went to 

work on basic mental health problems of the country. With the help 

of many civic-minded people and the support of Manila newspapers, he 

arranged tor the production of a play that would explain to the 

people of the PhiJ.J:ppines the problems of the mental patient. The 

play was liMy Name is Legion", the dramatization ot the life of 

Clifford Whittingham Beers, his years in the mental hospital, his 

struggle to regain sanity and the birth and developnent at the men

tal health movement in the United States. 

Putting on a play needs organization and money. The Ph1l1pp1ne 

Mental Health Association agreed to finance the play. Mrs. Paz 

Arostegui, an able aLrector of the Manila Theatre Guild Sld 

Mrs. Daisy H. Avellana.1 an actress and director of the Ee.raD.. 

fYJ.y Theatre Guild, volunteered to co-direct the play. A liMy Name :is 

Legion" committee was organized and Mrs. Eva Estrada-Kalaw, well

known in Manila for her civic-mindedness, headed a Ladies' Volunteer 

Group. Mrs. Sarah Joaquin of the Dramatic Department of the Far 

Eastern University, became the producer. The best actors in Manila, 

including Lamberto V. Avellana, and Rolf Bayer, who had ee.c.h won a 

prize for their work in the Philippine motion picture "Badjao" 

accepted parts in the play. The help of President and Mrs. Carlos 

P. G6rcia was solic! ted and Malacanang Palace was offered for the 

premiere showing. 

On 24 June 1957, high. officials of the Philippine Government, 

including members of the Congress, representatives of the press, ci

vic and health leaders and educators trooped to Ma,Jacaneng tor the 
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premiere of "My Name is LegLon". The President of the Republic was 

unabl.e to attend but the First Lady was present, and together w:I:th 

the invited audience, was very much impressed. 

Many performances followed in Mani1a and a special. company was 

organized to do the p1ay in the provinces. Dramatic groups in 

school.s and universities took up the chal.l.enge and the p1ay was 

staged in universities and many school. campus. 

"My Name is LegLon" brought home the message that mental. ill -

ness "is no different from any other il.l.ness and it can be cured •••• 

and once it is cured, the pat!. ent is ready to be accepted by the 

community." The p1ayalso stressed the fact that the mental patient 

needs help and understanding from his re1atives and his friends in 

the camnunity. The presentation of the p1ay made a deep impression 

throughout the country. A legLslator, after seeing the play, said 

that he was v1ll1ng to introduce a bill appropriating more money for 

the mental health needs of the country. 

In the meantime, Dr. Escudero, v1th the co-operation of the 

Health Department, made drastic changes in the hospital, both in tle 

physical make-up and in the general atmosphere of the place. Iron 

bars and gril.ls v1th1n the patio compound were removed; games and 

athletic events were organized. A band composed of musically ta

lented patients was organized. For the first time, music was heard 

in the hospital; daily afternoon concerts wore initiated. Patients 

were gL ven more freedom wi thin +...he compound and morning physical 

exercises and ca.llsthenics were started. The rehabilitation work of 

the hospital was stressed; classes in painting, ceramics, handi

crafts, etc., were emphasized. 

Along v1th the efforts to improve the lot of the patient in the 

still'over-crowded hospital, Dr. Escudero and hi s staff directed 



emphasis on the education of the community, especially the families 

and relatives of the patients. That vas the most difficult task. 

But a good beginning was made. 

Encouraging signs have been reported in the Outpatient Depart

IlEnt of the hospi18l which has been considerably enlarged. Before 

Dr. Escudero's assigmnent in the mental hospi 18 1, the outpatient 

services were being conducted on a very limited scale in one out..of

the-way room in the hospital compound in Mandaluyong. It was then 

the rule for members of the families and relatives of patients to 

insist on confinementj the thought of treating the mentally afflict.. 

ed at home and partly in the hospi181 never occurred to most people. 

Six months after Dr. ESCUdero initiated a strict screening of ad .. 

missions, there was a consequent iucreased emphasis on outpatient 

services and domiciliary treatment. This has also resulted in sane 

vaguely noticeable change in cClllllNIli ty attitude towards mental sick-

ness. 

Dr. Carmen T. Sena, psychiatrist in-charge of the outpatient 

department, reported that a number of patients in confinement bad 

voluntarily preferred treatment on an outpatient basis. She no~ced 

that some people were no longer ashamed to seek consultation and 

treatment in her departmentj while there are generally marked he .. 

si tation, families of patients have responded quite well to the hos

pi tal's efforts to encourage more domiciliary treatment. 

In December 1957, the outpatient department bad an average of: 

4 patients Who came for interview every day. Seven months later 1 in 

July 1958, there were 7 to 8 new patients being interviewed daily. 

The monthly case load of patients getting active treatment in Decem.

ber 1957 totalled 70 whereas in July 1958, a monthly average of 141 

patients were being given active treatment. The outpatient depart -
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ment also reported that 60 per cent of the patients Wldergoing 

treatment on an outpatient basis in July 1958 . came from the prov_ 

inces and the remaining 40 per cent were residents of the city of 

Manila. 

Because of the nature of its activities, the outpatient depart.

ment deals more and is in constant touch with the immediate members 

of the family c£ the mental patient. The department has instituted 

weekly group discussions on the problems of the patients and on how 

the family can help the patient on the road to recovery. Dr. Sena 

made a very important remark when she said that "the number of 

patients (in the outpatient department) could not have possibly in

creased in this proportion had it not been for some enlightenment on 

the part of the public towards mental illness." 

There are, no doubt, many patients in confinement who should 

nODally be treated in the outpatient department. An example was 

the case of a l6-~ar-old girl. During the 1957 Christmas gift.. 

distribution programme of the Philippine Mental Health Associa

tion, this girl approached some staff members of the Worl.d Heal.th Cll'

ganization and explained her predicament. It seelllBd that she had a 

great deal of trouble at home with her mother who had taken her aWay 

from her boy friend. This had disturbed her a great deal. and she 

had tried to rWl away from hane. It appeared to those present that 

her case was not one for a mental institution as for a good 

selling -- a case of juvenil.e del.1nquency. 

COWl-

Another example of the increased community participation in the 

efforts to help solve the mental. probl.ems of the country is the pro

ject of the Manila Rotary Anns. '!hese Civic-spirited women spon

sored the building of a beauty pavilion where facilities for hair

dressing and grooming are available to women patients. 'lhis grou~ 



also known as the Inner Wheel Club, had on several occasions taken 

a number of women patients on a tour of Manila's beauty shops, 

followed by a picnic and outing in the Manila Bay. Press reports 

showed that these excursions have helped the pat!. ents form a picture 

of the world outside-- a world Which they must have forgotten be-

cause of their long years in the hospital. The beauty pavilion pro-

Ject of the Inner Wheel has also boosted women patients on the road 

to recovery. It was found out that the feeling of being cared-for, 

well-groomed and being able to beautify oneself aga.inis of great 

help to those who are ready to leave the hospital. 

As a result, too, of the national awakening to the plight of 

the mentally-ill, something unique happened on Christmas I8y, 1957. 

Under the sponsorship of the Philippine Mental Health Association, 

Christmas gifts were solici ted from all sections of the cOlllQl1m i ty 

for the 4,300 patients. Offerings came from many sources, enough so 

that there was a gift for every patient. It was a very warm gesture 

of the community and it showed that the patients do not belong to 

the forgotten legion. 

The time and attention of Dr. Escudero are not devoted to 

~tients alone. He realizes that the core of an enlightened treat

ment of the mental patient rests on a well-trained hospital staff. 

Towards this end, training of hospital staff has been given a big 

boost. Short-term fellowships for advanced study and training of 

the physicians, nurses and psychiatriC aides and other staff members 

. of the National Mental Hospital have been started. As of this 

writing, seven members of the hospital staff have received fellow

ships from the World Health Organization for training and advanced 

study in the State of Victoria Mental Hospital in Australia. An on-

going process of reorientation of all the hospital staff is also in 

progress. 
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It is the hope of Dr. Escudero and his staff that the incident 

of the middle-aged man from the Bicol. province who became an outcast 

to his family and friends will never be repeated. They realize that 

it is not the patient alone who must be prepared for the reunion 

with the family and sooiety; the members of the family, friendsfIld 

society as a whole, must be prepared to receive the patient who is 

sufficiently recovered from the illness. This is a complicated job 

and it requires the help of' many peopl.e, including the social 

workers. 

The case of' a 25-year-old patient could be cited, as an eJCB'mple 

of' what is being done now. The young man apparently had deve'J.:oped 

a persecution complex and had entered the hospital. a very disturbed 

person. After almost a year of confinement, hospital authorities 

considered him ready to be discharged. But the parents refused e\81 

to see the social worker who 'Was inviting them to call on t.beir son. 

It took the social worker a number of visits and many hours of e~ 

pl.ans.tionbefore the parents consented to drop by the hospital to 

see their son. The efforts of the hospital. staff even~lly paid 

off when the parent~ agreed to accept the son into the family fold. 

The Hlilippine National Mental Hospital is still overcrowded 

and many problems still have to be met. The stress is still in the 

campaign to have the cured patient accepted by the :!8mily, friends 

and the camnunity. Dr. Escudero and his staff are hopeful. that, in 

time, 'Iileir efforts will succeed. A beginning baS been made. 
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Twenty partici~ts fran 11 countries in the Western Pacifi c 

Region of the World Health Organization (Australia, Cambodia, China 

(Taiwan), Hong Kong, Korea, Japan, Laos, the Philippines, SiDgapore, 

French Polynesia and Viet Nam) had an intenai ve semi nar on venereal 

disease control from 17-29 March 1958 in Tokyo. 

The meetings were held at Gakushi Kaikan (Alumni Club of the 

National Universities of Japan). The building was also in constant 

use for wedding receptions and young brides in national costume of 

brightly coloured kimonos, yellow obis attached to their backs, high 

dark wigs (Bukintakashinada) with complicated head ornaments (kan-

zashi), their mothers in kimonos of less striking hues, and their 

tail coated fathers and fathers-~law, jostled in the corridors 

with participants. If the late spring occasioned disappOintment by 

the absence of the famous Japanese cherry blossom the shopping ceo-

tres compensated for this by extensive street displays of pink plas-

tic blossoms While gaily coloured ballons trailed overhead their 

advertiSing messages. 
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Cross fertilization 

The purpose of the meeting was to cross-fertilize ideas between 

experts on venereal disease control in the Region and to obtain 

base-line information concerning venereal disease problems in the 

area. The Western Pacific Region of WHO is a particularly extensive 

one, extending almost from the Arctic to the Antarctic and across 

the Pacific Ocean. It contains some 200 million scattered inhabit-

ants of widely different cultural patterns and influences. Their 

experiences are also widely different. When snow fell in Tokyo 

during the S~,for example, this was seen for the first time by 

a doctor and his wife from Laos. 

The conference noted that there had been an apparent welcome 

decline in the prevalence of syphilis in many countries since World 

War II. This disease was responding to single rapid treatments with 

penicillin. Serious reaction to this drug, which occasionally 

occur, are far less frequent than with the treatment methods pre-

viously employed. Indeed,a recent WHO survey has shown that deaths 

from penicillin occurred only in about 1 in 70,000 cases treated. 

The position regarding gonorrhoea was less encouraging for not only 

were the annual numbers of reported cases increasing in some areas 

but the disease was responding someWhat less well to penicillin. 

Moreover, ophtbeJmj c neonatorum (an infection of the eyes of the 

new-born baby with gonorrhoea which can cause permanent blindness -

and "Which can be prevented by the installation of sui tabl.e propby-

lactic drops at birth) was occurl!ing in some countries. 

thus no room for complacency. 

Particular nroblems 

\ 
There was 

Prostitution poses particular problems in venereal. disease COIP 

trol in Asia. In many countries, 70-80 per cent. or more of ven-



real infections are caught from prostitutes, of whom. up to one. third 

or more are infected with venereal disease in anyone time, the 

younger ones being those most heavily infected. In this respect 

the situation is different from that of many European and North Ame

rican countries, where prostitutes are responsible for only 5-35 per 

cent. of infections. This difference is partly due to cultural 

reasons. In some Asian countries it is regarded as a sin to have 

extra.ma.ri tal intercourse with anyone but a prostitute. 

The meeting in Japan was com idered timely because the new 

anti-prostitution law, making the centuries old brothels illegal, 

became effective on 1 April, a few days after the closure of the Se

minar. Prosti tution is a social, not a medical problem, but the 

control of venereal disease in prostitutes and their customers ia 

the problem to medical men. Experience in other countries has shown 

that prostitution cannot be eJjmjnated entirely, and attempts to do 

so have usually resulted in it becoming clandestine. Clo81re of 

brothels, however, reduced temptation, especially to itinerants. 

This was usually attended by a fall in venereal disease in addi

tion to a fall in crime and graft. To deal with sit1.lllotions in whiCh 

prostitutes have suddenly to be absorbed into the general community., 

the Seminar considered that the pro\~sion of adequate facilities for 

diagnosis and treatment -- which are both free and confidential --

was a first essential. The population should be encouraged to use 

these facilities by adequate case-finding machinery - including con

tact tracing and serum testing of selected population groups, and by 

health education. Such measures, of murse, usually require in

creased expenditure on venereal disease cnutrol. 

Antenatal serum teating 

~'he Conference considered particularly use~ the routine serum 
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testing (for syphilis) of expectant mothers.. This measure. serves 

quadruple function (a) as a case_finding measure in a YOlmg se~ 

active group; (b) as a case-finding activity in the families of p0-

sitive cases; (c) as a preventive measure because congenital syphi

lis may be prevented in the 1mborn child by the treatment of the 

mother with penicillin; and (d) as an index for trends in syphilis 

incidence in any particular country, due to the fact that seroposi

tivity rates in expectant mothers could be useful for such index. 

Field visits 

P.articipants at the seminar took part in a number of field visits 

to universities, ho~pitals and health centres in metropolitan 

Tokyo. At· Tokyo University they were able to see the famous e~ 

ples of tattooing of the entire skin in the Pathological Mus.eum and 

also specimens taken from atom bomb victims at Hiroshi.ma and Nasa.S8.

ki. The new operation theatre block, with television cameras built 

in 1b.e lighting system, and which relayed pictures of the operat:lxm 

(with a sound commentary by the surgeon as required) to students, 

doctors and interested persons in nearby rooms, ws impressive. 

Facili ties for seamen 

Of particular interest were the arrangements for the t~eatment 

of venereal disease in seamen. Seamen have alwys been. respona1ble 

for the spread of venereal infections, a point emphasized in an ex.

cellent colour film on the history o:f syphilis exhibited at the Se

minar. This film -was made by Pro:fessor Osa.ta o:f Tokyo University 

and contains pictures taken from the :famous Hakone screen depicting 

pox.-ridden sailors in ancient times. 

The venereal diseases, as other COllIII1 !D1 cable diseases, know no 

frontiers. What happens in one country is therefore the direct cO' 



cern of' another. In 1924, to meet this sit1.l8.tion in regard to vene

real diseases the International Brussels Agreement was enacted and 

this has been administered by \<ili0 since 1948. This agreement pro

vides f'or the.fr.ee treatment of' sailors of' all nationalities by its 

signatories. Unfortunately, not all countries, including same in 

the Western Pacific Region, have ratified or have adhered to it. 

That they should do so was one of' the recommendations of' the 

meeting. 

Closure of brothels is one way of' reducing venereal disease in 

seamen. Another social measure is that of' providing suitable hostel 

accommodations with ~dequate recreational facilities for these men 

during theiE stay in ports. In some ports of the Region - notably 

Singapore _ same particularly fine hostels have been built, which 

take into account the alimentary likings and taboos of' 

racial groups. 

various 

When the meeting was closed by the President, Dr. Yanaguchi, 

Director of the PUblic Health Bureau of' the host Government, Japan, 

all were agreed that it had fulfilled its f'unct:Lons most «j.deq1.l8.tely. 

Although the talks had continued f'or two working weeks, few of the 

discussions finished at the pre...arranged time. On the last day the 

partici~e.nts were entertained by the Governor of Tokyo wh~, to the 

accompaniment of dances by girls in traditional dress, they were 

able to ~ple Japanese food including tempura (a Japanese specialty 

fried pra'WIls), yakitori (a kind of kebab) and SUShi, which consisted 

of' many kinds of exotic sea food including cuttle fish. Raw tunny 

fish in Japan is a great delicacy. As they sipped their sake I the 

Japanese rice wine, from little porcelain cups, they appreciated 

how completely and happily the members of the Seminar, of so IIl8.IlY 

divergent races and cultural traditions, bad merged in Tokyo, and 
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hoped that the final report on their findings woul.d be of value to 

health administrations in the solution of some of the complicated 

problems of venereal disease control lIhich still remain wi thin 'the 

Region. 

* * * 
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Since the inception of the World Health Organization, malaria 

control campaigns have occupied a. very large part in the progr8Jllles 

of the Organization. WHO realizes that the elimination of' malaria 

from the world will result in a greater improvement in the health of' 

the population than any other public health activity. During the 

early years of the use of residual insecticides, it became clear 

that health administrations could do much more than control malaria 

that it was possible to eradicate the disease completely (that iSJ 

to get rid of the reservoir of malaria in the population of a co~ 

try so that even if mosquitos return, there will be no more malaria 

left for them to transmit). Although eradication means spending 

more during the first few years, it will mean a considerable savings 

from t he continual recurring expenditure of controlling the disease. 

When the concept of malaria eradication was accepted by the 

World Health Assembly in 1955, the Malaria Eradication Special Ac-

count (ME5A) was opened. Its objective was to produce additional 

voluntary contributions to the WHO budget which would be applied to 
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countries where malaria eradication was possible and 'Which would 

just tip the balance between malaria eradication and control. How

ever, the Malaria Eradication Special Account really got started 0n

ly in 1957 when the United States of' Anlerica gave $5,000,000. Al

though many other countries have made contributicLls and others still 

are giving their share, there is no doubt that this very large con

tribution from the United States made all the dif'ference to the cawe 

of' malaria eradication. 

At this stage, 'When the machinery for the world-wide attack on 

malaria is being set in high gear, it would be appropriate to look 

into the status of malaria eradication in .. the Western Pacific. 

In many projects in the region, the situation has been reached 

where transmission of' malaria has been stopped over a very wide area 

and the prospects of eradication are very good. There are, however, 

many places where transmission has beom much reduced but not com-

pletely stopped. Although there have been enthusiastic reports 

about the improvement of the health of the population in 

places, they cannot be considered indications of' success. 

these 

Complete 

eradication must be achieved and this means that use must be made of 

every available method to discover why transmission has been contin

uing • 

It is essential to remember that malaria eradication is founded 

on a scic:ltific basis -_ the caref'ully observed effects of residual 

insecticides on malaria-carrying mosquitos. These effects vary 

considerably, depending on such factors as the type of wall surf'ace 

and the behaviour of mosquitos. They require intensive study and 

constant vigilance to detect any change in behaviour. These scien

tific facts cannot be applied without sound administration and or

ganization, but if the scientific foundation is faulty, eradication 



will not be achieved however good the administration. 

These difficult areas Where transmission has not been stopped, 

aptly called "problem areas" in the Pbilippines, demand the highest 

epidemiological skill and ingenuity to track down the reason for 

this comparative failure. In some cases,the density of mosquitos is 

so high, and the conditions for their survival are so good, that 0n

ly perfection in the technical application of insecticides will 

achieve the desired results. In some cases, it may even be necess-

ary to weaken a second link in the chain of transmission by the use 

of anti-malarial drugs to render the human host less infective to 

the mosquito. 

In other areas the trouble is due to the habits of the mosquito. 

It may tend to bite people outside the house. It is clear that even 

if you paint the inside of the house an inch thick with insecticide, 

this will have . no effect upon the mosquito Who takes its blood meal 

early in the evening from people Who sit gossiping or playing out-

side their houses in the pleasant cool of the evening. 

In many places, especially where hill-padi or other crops are 

grown by the technique of shifting cultivation, people buiM farm 

huts so that they can watch over their crops during the vital period 

between sov:l.ng and harvest time. These farm huts place a terribly 

difficult responsibility upon the squad leader of an ant1ma1aria 

field team, because it is impractical for any senior member of the 

malaria team to visit every house in these remote jungle areas. 

First, the squad leader hE,s to find out Where these farm huts 

are. There can be no permanent record of this, as they are built 

annually about the time of the sowing depend1 ng on the whim of the 

househoMer. They will not be easily accessible, because if the :flmn 

is near the farmer's house, the~e is no need to build a separate 
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farm. hut. Often they are many hours walk hom the villages. Some-

times, it means a long and difficult journey in a small dug-out 

canoe to reach them. But to break transmission they must be sprayed 

and the squad leader must know that he can trust his spraymen to un-

dertake a six.-hour march, often through difficult country just to 

carry out a ten-minute spraying. The squad leader also must be 

able to emphasize on the farmer, ~o must guide the spraymen to the 

hut, the need for the spraying. 

Other "problem" areas are resettlement projects 'Where new COWl-

try is broken up and developed by immigrants hom more populated 

areas. Resettlement of new country was tried in the days before 

residual insecticides, but they were often ravaged and finally des-

troyed by malaria. It is in the. places ~ere the eradication of 
'" 

malaria can be of the greatest benefit to t he social and economic 

li fe of the community. It is obvious ~y these problem areas 

are difficult to deal with. They are gradually increasing in 

size. The first houses built are often some~t inadequate; the 

walls are constantly replaced and repaired. The settlers have often 

come hom unhealthy and poverty-stricken families so that they are 

easily susceptible to disease. It is essential in these new set-

tlements to know exactly how malaria has been traasmi tted and to find 

the best way to stop it. It .can be seen that it will not be easy 

to keep the walls of these settlement houses permanently covered loIlth 

a layer of insecticide lethal to the anopheline mosquito. 

Modern methods of attack have made these resettlements possible 

by controlling malaria and reducing it to a disease of little 

importance. But as we have mentioned, this is not enough; malaria 

must be eradicated completely. 

Even anima) s play their part. In some countries, the MOsquitos 



prefer animal blood to human blood and the cba.nces of malaria. trans-

mission is reduced. However, in newly settled areas, it usually 

takes several years before the full quota of live stocks can be built 

up. 

But to show the difficulties f'acing epidemiologists, this role 

of animals in reducing the chances of' transmission may also have an 

exactly opposite effect. These animals, Wile offering a tempting 

outdoor meal, also prevent the mosquitos from entering the house and 

picking up a lethal dose of the insecticide. 

The assessment of the relative importance of these two factors 

poses quite a problem to malaria epidemiologists. In fact, the 

problem of reduced but not interrupted malaria transmission otfers 

an important challenge, particw.xly as they so often occur in re-., 

settlement areas, new mines and logging camps on which the develop-

ment of the country depends. 

We have discoursed at length on the problems of malaria. erad

ication to emphasize the necessity for vigilance and the need for 

completely wiping out the scourge. ~re are, however 1 bright 

spots in the overall campaign in the Western Pacif'ic. Take, for 

instance, these reports: 

From a WHO medical officer attached to the maternal and child 

health probject in Cambodia: 

"Malaria is no longer a problem in schools; in the towns it 

has completely disappeared. All that remains is to build up the 

strength of the children in the areas that were once , 
infected with malaria." 

Or the report of an administrative officer in Sarawak: 

heavily 

"A t first the people went to endless trouble to help the mal-

aria teams at work. Such was the success of teams, however, and such 
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is human nature that after the third year or so, some of the people 

rather begrudged helping the malaria teams in their job.. This was a 

compliment in disguise because it meant antimaJ..alo ia work was no 

longer obviously necessary and the people were beg;inning to forget 

what life had been like before the eradication project started. 

"From my own personal. experience I can bear this out, too. 

Malaria had, to all intents and purposes, disappeared from an aJ:ea 

which, geographically and medically speaking, was most difficult to 

deal with. 

"Part of my job in the Baram (a river in Sarawak) was to ree-

ord the population and it was a great joy to record the steady rise 

in population of all the u:p..ri ver races. Antima J aria workers cannot 

take the sole credit for this rise, but they can certainly claim a 

large part of it." 

It is important to remember, however, tbat even if the ach1eve-

ments of1he ant1maJeria work appear to be great, nothing can be 

really deemed accomplished tmtn malaria has been completely erad

icated. Malaria 1s halt' eradicated if it Will return again when '!be 

campaign stops. Heavy recurrent expenditure and the threat of re. 

sistance of mosquitos to insecticides make it essential that the 

cam:pa.igns should be short, intensive and completely suooessf'ul. 

*** 



AFOOT jV\TIT H A SARAWAK 
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One of the qualifications for a member of the Sarawak malaria 

team is that he be a good walker. The roads of Sarawak are very bad 

or non-existent. Travelling by water is not always possibJ.e and in 

many cases the only way to ~t from one village to another is to go 

by foot. I had an opportunity not long ago to accompany Dr. Fran-

cisco J. Dy,then WHO Malaria Regional Officer, when he visited the 

First D1 vision in Sarawak to inspect the work at' the anti-malaria 

team. 

We left the small village of Bau early in the morning with the 

intention of going to a place called Grogo. Unfortunately, there 

had been some very heavy rains the night before. After ha.lf' an 

hour I s walk, we came to a swolJ.en river 'Which we COuld not cross be-

cause the sampan 'Which usually ferried people across bad sunk. All 

we could do was to turn around, go back to Bau and approach Grogo 

from a different point. 

This time, we left Bau in a bus and proceeded to Tundcmg, a 

village on one of the smaller branches of the Sarawak River. From 
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Tundong we walked along the path to Grogo, passing through Chinese 

rubber farms and Chinese pepper gardens. Along this part of the 

country, walking was fairly easy because the road was well made up 

of a ratber tenacious red clay. '!he second part of the w.lk was 

more difficult. '!he roads became more uneven and we reached the ty

pical Dayak part with alternating batangs (bamboos placed across 

swamps and rivulets) along which one has to cross balanCing oneself. 

It was here that I lost my balance two or three times and fell into 

the swamp. Fortunately nothing serious happened and the two cameras 

I was carrying were not damaged. We reached Grogo at about l2 noon 

and met Team F of the First Division Sarawak Malaria Team of which 

Bu,1ang Mohammed was the leader, accompanied by Christy Alam who was 

acting as supervisor for the First Division Unit. 

We watched the team spray the houses. Then we settled our 

baggage into one of the houses and had something to eat. After 

lunch, in spite of the very heavy rain, we followed the team and 

watched it spray some of the farm houses. After that we went with 

the team to their next point of spraying which was one of the J!la

mans, or small sub-longhouse of the Grogo longhouse. 

We had to traverse along a very narrow path which had been 

flooded by heavy rains. We travelled until 3 o'clock in the after

noon and we were able to see spraying taking place in a variety of 

farm houses, varying from the well-established paJemans (paddy 

field shelters) to the temporary farm huts built in-the rice fields 

of that year. It was noted in this district that very well irriga

ted swamp paddy fields had been constructed by the land Iayaks. Hav

ing completed the spraying of the farm huts, the team trekked to '!em

bawang Saom, which was the next point of spraying. Then we return

ed to Grogo where we spent the night. 



The next morning Dr. Colbourne [g3.ve medical assistance to the 

people of the kampong. It is the usual practice after a kam;pong has 

been sprayed that the medical officer accomPinying the team attend 

to the sick. Having done this, we departed and stopped at one or 

two places to confirm that the spraying had been properly carJ:.ied 

out. After Tundong where we rested at a Chinese bazaar for a we1-

comed refreshment, we proceeded on a similar path through pepper 

gardens and rubber plantations until we reached Sedu'uh Village ~ 

we found squads Band D spraying the kampong. We stopped there in 

the Orang Kaya's house -- the headman of the collection of kampongs 

in the Singgbi District. In the afternoon we visited more farm 

houses. These farm houses are used for small periods of the year 

only. 

Dr. Dy was very much impressed with the dieldrin spraying and 

said that it was as good as he had seen anywhere. 

The next morning we set off to climb Singglli Mountain. This is 

a mountain which rises about 1,800 feet above sea level. Ha.J.f'-way 

up is situated Kampong Singghi which has 300 doors, not one of which 

is occupied. This is the original lmmpong of the Land Dayaks in 

this area. The Singgbi tribe in former times found that llving on 

top of the mountain was safest. More recently, however, they found 

that living atop the mountain was inconvenient for farming and so 

they have come dow to the lowlands where they have built themselves 

various villages from which they can conduct their farming opere.-

tions. Sedu'ub., as I have said before, is one of these villages. 

Despite the fact that they have migrated to the plains, the De.yaIts 

still keep this kampong on the mountain in good repair and they use 

it for their traditional festivities. It is quite extraordinary to 

climb to the top of the mountain and to find the kampong entirely 
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deserted by people with each of the 300 doors in good condition and 

with prized possessions, such as the gongs, the ancient swords and 

the old Chinese jars scrupulously clean and in good condition. 

We accompanied the team to the top of this mountain to spray 

the kampong. It has been decided that although this kampong 'WaS 

usually deserted, the fact that it was occupied for varying periods 

dur1ng the year made it a possible site for the transmission of ~ 

ar1a. It had been sprayed in March. It was being sprayed again in 

December. In the afternoon of that day, we 'Watched more sprayings. 

After the whole kampong 'WaS sprayed permission was also obtained to 

spray the circular builC!1ng raised on stilts ld. th a steep, cone

shaped roof, looking like a fancy hayrick. This was the holy place 

where the village heads had been kept before the custom of collect-

ing them had been banned. As the aged, fleshl.ess skulls hanging 

from the ceiling were being sprayed with DDr, one almost felt a sa

crilege was being performed. But the skulls showed no signs of dis

approval. 

later, some of us climbed to t he top of the mountain so that we 

might look and get a general idea of the topography of the country I 

a jaunt that, I might say, was well worthwhile. It gave some mem

bers of the team a very good idea of the distribution of the land 

close to the mountain and of the relative positions of the various 

kampongs which they had sprayed previously. That evening we had an 

interesting discussion with the De.yaks about the traditions of the 

country. Since we were all quite tired, we went to bed very early. 

The next morning we went down the mountain, passing Sedu'uh 

along the track we bad gone before and eventually we arrived in Tun

dong where we met the Medical truck which brought us back to Kuching. 

During the trip we c~ered about 35 miles through very thick jungles 



in the First Division. The paths were neither even nor well sur

faced and quite slippery. During the trip there bad been but one 

casualty ••• myself'. I had slipped Wile going down the InOtmtain and 

sprained one of my wrists, but my two cameras suffered no damage. 

*** 
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THECir;;t~ 
CHILDREN'S 

PROGRAMME 
IN 

JAPAN 

In 1952, the Japanese Government requested the assistance ot 

the World Health Organization (WO) and the United Nations 

Children's Fund (UNICEF) in the improvement at' the programme ot 

Grippled children's services in t he country. This request, which 

was "the first made by the Japanese Government to WHO, indicated that 

Japan had wel.J..,.developed public health and welfare services and had 

reached the stage 'Where they could be interested and be able to work 

in the field ot crippled children's services. 

The original enthusiasm in this field came from Dr. Kenji Taka-

gi, who had tor many years been promoting a crippled children's 

programme. Before the war, he had developed. a small centre as a 

hospital home for handicapped children. This hospital home is 

called the Seishi Ryogo En (Hospi tal School and Home for Crippled 

Children) which was founded in Tokyo in 1937 by the Japan Medical 

Association. Because of war damage it was necessary to rebuild this 

entire unit with the exception of the nurses dormitory. The origin

al planning for the project was made by Dr. C. Y. Shu (one of the 

"'c:' 



Public Health Administrators of "WHO for the Western Pacific Region) 

during his visit to Japan. By the fall of 1952 'When arrangements 

were made for my visit to Japan, Dr. Shu had already outlined a very , , 

stable programme for assistance and had plans for six fellows to be 

trained as a team, with the agreement that these fellows would go II 
I I 

back and work in the same unit. Part of my functions at that t:iue 

was to interview the fellows, help select them and outline their 

training in the United States. 

By the time I arrival in Japan, the programme for rehabilitation .. 

of children was already well developed. The Government had set up 

a section for crippled children in the Children's Bureau in the Min--

istry of Health and Welfare and this unit had indeed been active. 

OrthopediC case finding clinics had been organized in some 70 loca-

tions and were in operation. Plans for a number of spec1.alized boo-

pital schools to serve as long-term care facilities were underway in 

a dozen prefectures. Both activities were fimnced by both national 

and prefectural funds. 

The most difficult task Which I had at that time was to analyze 

cri tically principles and methods used in the United State s and to 

sift out those of real values and then make such adaptations as 

might be helpful in the Japanese programme. This meant that such 

services as we had developed must :f'1 t in to a very different way of 

life. For example, it is very difficult for Japanese homes to be 

adapted to the use of wneelchairs and braces. The braces in the 

United States are usually attached to the heels of sturdy, firm 

shoes and these are worn in the house. In Japan, since it is the 

custom to take off the shoes in the house, basic adaptations are 

essential. One does not recommend the use of braces as extensively 

as in the United States. The same is true ° fer wheelchairs. The 



style of architecture in Japan, with their long, narrow corridors 

and their polished floors ar.e certainly no place for a wheelchair •. 

An active crippled children I s programme is being carried out in 

37 of the 46 prefectures. '!bis gives wide coverage of the maJor po

pulated areas. The essentials of the programme are (1) mobile case 

finding clinics, (2) hospital schools for long term care, (:~) short 

term surgical care in general hospi1:a ls. In addi t1on, there is the 

National Hospital School in Tokyo which is the demonstration project 

and was assisted by WHO fellowships. UNICEF funds provide SClllle 

basic equipment and technical books in all hospi1:al schools. 

The hospital schools have the broad objectives to provide sur

gical treatment, therapeutic exerCise, education and vocational 

training. In order to carry out these obJectives, prolonged resi

dence is necessary and this limits the numbers who may benefit. 

With 230,000 orthopedically handicapped children in Japan, institu.

tions with such broad functions obviously cannot hope to meet the 

need. Furthermore, children differ from adults in their rehabilita

tion needs and we too often forget that many children are disabled 

early in life and that growth materially affects the disability. So 

it is even more important for children that community services be so 

organized that medical supervision and treatment continue over a pe

riod of many years, rather than just months, as 'With adults. A sift 

from a programme centred in institution to one centred in a communi

ty agency is fundamental and essential for children's services. 

Japan is now beginning to make that shift and further developments 

can be anticipated. 

A unique unit in Seish1 Ryogo En is the mother-child training 

unit which permits the infant to receive treatment and at the same 

time trains the mother, and, in fact, they are approached as a 



single unit, for the mother learns not only the exercises, but be

cause in their Wisdan they assigned a well-qualified social worker, 

the mother's relat10nship to her child undergoes treatment and ad-

justment also. 'lh1s in the end may prove the most vi tal factor in 

the child's subsequent improvement and final rehabili tat10n. 

One example I can tell you about was when I went out on a trill 

during my last visit to . see the athletic meet at the rehabilitation 

centre f'or children. '!be children and the staff had their special 

games. But the mothers had their games, too -- some Japanese games 

which I don't understand. In one group was a woman dressed in the 

Japanese costume of the kimono who attracted my attention so I asked 

the social worker about her. She told me that she was a woman in 

her forties who had a handicapped child of school age and who had 

become so discouraged and dellressed by the sickness of the child 

that she had not left her house for several years. This woman's 

partid. pation in group activities and her partiCipation in the 

treatment of her child salvaged not only the Ch11d but also the 

mother and very probably, also the hane. This is a real tribute to 

the workers in their field. It ~s real potentialities for increased 

knowledge in th1s field and it was recommended that directors of' 

this unit develop a careful evaluation schedule so that this know-

ledge may be available to other areas. 

The concellt of'mother and Child training is a new one which is 

just being developed, although there are some sectors in the United 

States where they are beginning to realize that the relationship 

between the mother and the child is actually more important than 

therallY' But no country has yet developed the situation where it 

would be possible to bring both the mother and the child in an ins-

titut10n together so that the mother can carry out part of the 
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treatment. I think that what they did in Japan 'WaS to develop this 

"mother and child training section" principally to train the moihers 

in therapy. At the same time, however, they were wise enough to add 

a qualified medical "Social worker to this section, whose job it is 

to work with the family. They are now begilllling to realiZe that the 

secondary element in this mother and child training may turn out to 

be a major contribution which Japan can make to the knowledge of 

trea'bllent of crippled children. 

One of the strange tasks that befalls a consultant is to 

counteract the enthusiastic endeavours . in some areas to develop saue 

Western practices in lieu of one which seems and looks to me emi

nently sound and satisfactory. The most obvious and now welL-worn 

example is this matter of the separation of the child from the fami

ly, particularly during illness. In the United States they are 

slowly and rather painf'ul.ly learning what has been practised in Asia 

for years - that children grow better at home; and if an illness 

does not require hospitalization, the mother becomes an even more 

important influence in 1he ultimate recovery. One Japanese doctor 

remarked when we were discussing this subject that all Japanese 

"spoil" their children. They even had 10 have their mothers with 

them in the hospital. The basic issue was not a matter for discuss

ion but we finally agreed that a serious illness was not the t1me to 

begin are-training processl 

It might be well to consider briefly the impe.ct of WHO assist;.. 

ance in1be programme for handicapped children in Jape.n. First, we 

must remember that with or without us, Ja~ will develop a fine, 

effecti ve programme. The exchange of ideas and training in special 

fields will accelerate the process. For example, since 1952 there 

have been major improvements in hospi1Bl facilities. It has taken 



the United States about 20 years to develop such facilities and 

Japan has done it in five years. 
I I 

There is no doubt that the technical knowledge gained by the 

WHO fellows has been adapted for use in Japan. Some pi tfalls in 

prograume planning have been avoided. The National Hospital School. 1 1 

as a demonstration centre has done much to stimulate care for child-

ren and now the local hospital schools are reaching out on their ~ 

and developing along new lines. 
II 

There is, too, a vast store of intangible values which should 

not be discounted even though they will never be found in the \ I 

II 

statistics. There are the improvements in the daily practices of 'I 

nursing, social work and surgery, "the tricks of the trade"; there 

are the more cri tical approaches to problems because there has 

been given a basis for comparison. There is an essential need for 

communication as contrasted to isolation. The opportunity that WHO 

offers brings new ways and new clues to those problems which are 

camnon to all. 

*** 
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URAG1'OK 

Anyone reaching the Visayan shores f'or the first time, I ima

gine, would have the same reactions as the weary sailors of' Magellan 

must have had when they came to Limasawa Island. From the dangers 

of' certain death they again found a bright world. Limasawa was a 

beautiful island, similar to the one they must have dreamed about in 

their days of despair, when battling the unknown Pacific. Upon the 

shores they saw graceful coconut palms swaying with the soft breeze; 

in the hinterland, proud mountains punctured the hazy purple badf.. 

ground to show their rugged peaks, and in between the sea and the 

hilltops, they gazed at the promised land, level expanses of' fertile 

fields refreshed by innumerable crystalline streams • 

Since then little has changed; only time has followed 1 t8 

course. Today in Eastern Leyte, the lands which the Castillan tra

velers of old beheld still retain the beauty and grandeur and the 

promises of plenty. 

Unfortunately, these exuberant lands, where man could live 

happily have the curse of' a snail, an insignificant creature, which 



bas a~so found conditions ideal for its existence. This snail bas 

been undermining the health and economy of the people, probab~y even 

~ong before Mage~ chanced across these islands. 

This insignificant creature which is the villain of this story 

is the amphibious mo~lusk, knOYlIl to men of science as Oncome~a 

quadrasi. It serves as the intermediate host of that terrib~e di

sease cal~ed Bilharziasis or Schistosomiasis, Snai~ Fever or "Burag

tok" in the Visayan dialect. 

To deal with the ravages of this disease, the Philippine Go

vernment, assisted by the World Health Organization (WHO) and with 

funds provided by the UN Technical Assistance Board, is engaged in a 

six.-year programme of research and contro~, in a Pi~t Area located 

in Pa~o, Leyte. After initial surveys and collections of baseline 

data by an internationa~ team and a Philippine staff' of doctors, 

scientists and technicians, the following picture came to light: 

The climate of Leyte island is idea~ sui ted to the survival 

of the snail. Rain (100 inches yearly) more or less eq~ ·di

vided, f~s throughout the year. Relative humidity is high, close 

to m and the temperature amost the year round is around 9OoF. 

The land is swampy, flat and low, susceptible of being water 

~ogged continuous~y. In Leyte, the schistosomiasis endemic areas 

cover 12,000 square kilometres. 

Down south, the island of Mindanao is also almost totally 

threatened by the presence of the disease. Oruy one out of its ~O 

provinces (Oriental Misamis) is free from the disease. The island 

of Mincbro is higb.l.y endemic as well as the island of samar and Sor

sogon in the southeastern part of Luzon. Lately, the island of Bo

ho~ bas been surveyed for schistosomiasl. s and found to be harbouring 

another focus of the disease. 
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In Eastern Leyte t s endemic areal the wole pOpulation of' 

'90,000 is exposed to schistosomiasi. s. At least one third or 

130,000 individuals are estimated to be infected. 

A person infected with sCh1.stosomiasis lives in a tWilight of 

life and death. His efficiency for work suffers greatly because of 

weakness caused by the disease. It makes him unable to do heavy 

work, depending on the stage of the disease. 

Children begLn to get infected with schistosomiasis almost as 

soon as they can walk. By the time they are 5 years old, the in

fluence of the climate drives them to swim in the numerous streams 

and creeks I where they acquire the infection. When they reSell the 

group of 1.0-14 years of age, 6!J;' are infected, and wen they are in 

the age of 20-24 years, 70;' of them are inf'ected. 

Schistosomiasis in the Philippines not only affects human 

beings, but it also attacks domestic animals like dogs, pigs, cows, 

carabaos, goats, cats, etc. FOt' some unknown reasons, it spares 

chickens. Econom:i.c loss from this source is also very significant. 

The econom:i.c loss due to sick or partly ailing manpower is 

greatl resulting in millions of pesos lost yearly. Sch1stosom1asis 

keeps the individual from providing support to his family and from 

working for the progress of his country. 

Among the Leyte 1llbabi tants, some resistance or "1mDnm1 ty" to 

the disease has been Observed. People, when inf'ected, do not have 

the appearance of being sick; because of this acquired tolerance, 

and unless very heavily inf'ected, they are not confined to bed. 

Their working capacity, however, is reduced. 

The above facts present a panorama of darkness lIb.ich did not 

change for perhaps hundreds of years; today, a1'ter all these yare 

of suffering, a new outlook is beginning to manifest itsel.f in tile 

1.9 



people as a result of the work of the P110t Control Project estab

lished in 1953. 

The words of a patriarch of the barrio of Pawing in Palo, 

uttered on the occasion of a discussion of control methods to be 

chosen to improve and help rid his barrio of schistosomiasis, gave 

the title to this tale. He said, ItI have lived here for over sixty 

years, and nothing like .this has ever happened before. Thanks to 

Buragtok, I will see before I die a feeder road connect my barrio 

(Campi tic) with the outside world. It His words were in recogni tion 

of what is happening in the Pilot Area, where the impact of t he work 

of the Schistosomiasis Project is changing the face of the land and 

the general thought and life of the people. 

The activities of the Project are concerned with a Medical 

Section which is involved in research and study work dealing with 

the paraSite, Schistosoma yonicum. A Malacology Section is study

ing the biology of the snail, Oncomelania quadrasi, and unraveling 

the secrets of its life and ber..aviour. The Engineering Section is 

busy working on the premise that disturbance of the habitat through 

engineering methods will eradicate the snail host. Their combined 

efforts have resulted in benefits to the commWlity. 

New scientific knowledge is being gained in the Project to add 

to the prestige of the Philippines and for the use of the world in 

general. Engineering methods of control have diminished the size of 

the snail habitat in the Pilot Area t~ 10% or less of what it used 

to be. Project engineers have pioneered in reclamation af land and 

brougp.t to light practical ways and means to manage land and water 

resources. They have improved the infected areas and have added 

them to the food producing areas of Leyte. In the Wldrainable 

areas, fishponds have been constructed and these also increase the 
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basic food supply. The labour necessary to the work is recruited 

from the barrios; this prov:Lde gainf'ul. employment to the man behind 

the family. Prov:Lsion of work is a salutary influence to the eco-

nomics of the region. 

'l'b.e Project has helped not only in tang:!. ble works. It has also 

chased away same of the spiritual taboos, like those beliefs in 

witches and "encantos" which deter people from entering certain 

areas inbabi ted by them or under the surveillance of malevolent 

spirits. In barrio Gumara, Palo, where some infested forests were 

removed by bulldozers, the people have che.Dged their m:Lnds, and to-

day, in their estimation, an earth-mov:Lng machine is IDOre powerful 

than all the hidden strength of an army of black fairies. 

Finally, t he most significant result of the work ot the Project 

is the inspiration to co-operate that was instilled in the minds ot 

the people. Government officials, teachers, agriculturists, irri

gation and highway eng1n.eers and barrio people, nov are beginning to 

have a new way of thinking and are ready to integrate their activ1-

ties to stamp out scllistosomiasis, thus witing their efi'orts tor 

the welfare of the community. 

Some day when the people of' Leyte solve their bealth problems 

and their econanic status is changed for the better, their chances 

for a happier life will be brighter, as that day} full of renewd 

hope, when the wretched ships of'Magellan touched Limasa,.... 
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When General DOUSJ,as MacArthur selected eastern Leyte as his 

springboard for the liberation of the Philippines during the closing 

chapters of the Pacific War, he had to consider the presence of 

another enemy in the vicinity of his landing site. For this, he 

gathered a staff of scientists and physicians. Nevertheless, the 

enemy, in the fOrJll of a tiny snail, caused an epidemic of snail fe-

ver or schistosomiasis among the American troops. Over fifteen 

hundred soldiers were listed as casualties to the infection. The 

epidemic spurred medical research on the disease and brought to .. 
wider attention the presence of the dreaded sickness. 

Although the disease gained more prominence after the war, 

study on the parasite, treatment and control of snail fever was 

being undertaken by Filipino doctors even before the war. In 19}2, 

the tiny snail was identified as the host-transmitter of the diseali&-

causing worms. The work was abandoned in 1941 but after the cesse.-

tion of hostilities, the interest of the medical profession in the 

disease liaS revived. A second battle for the liberation of Leyte-
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this time from the dreaded snail fever -- began to shape up in 1948 

when the Fhilippine Government's Department of Health started a sur

vey of areas effected by schistosomiasis. In 1951, the Division of 

Schistosomiasis was created under the Department of Health. 

Acting on a request from. the Philippine Government, the World 

Health Organization (WHO) sent a team of consultants to the 

Philippines in 1952. The team estimated that there are about 

300,000 Filipinos affected by snail fever in 12 endemic provinces of 

the country. Some of the provinces where the disease has been found 

prevalent are Sorsogon, Misamis Occidental, Lanao, Zamboe.nga, Cote.

bato, Bukidnon, Davao, Mindoro and Samar. Leyte is one of the 

heavily-infected provinces. The seriousness of the problem can be 

seen from the fact that many agricultural settlements in Mindanao 

are among those in the grip of this debilitating sickness, thus en

dangering the development af the agricultural areas. 

What is snail fever? 

Scientists and medical men call it bilharziasis or schistoso

miasis - bilharziasis, in honour of '!'heodor Bilharz, who, in 1851, 

discovered the parasitic worm in the mesenteric veins of a patient 

in Cairo who had died of the disease. In his memory, the name ill

harzia was given to this genus of worm. It is also called schisto

somiasis, from the word schistosoma, or split body, which is 

characteristic of the parasitic worm. 

Snail fever is widespread in the warmer countries of the East

ern Mediterranean, ASia, Africa and parts of Latin America. It is 

estimated that at least 50 million persons are infected througbout 

the world. The parasitic worm that causes the disease needs a par

ticular kind of snail to complete its life cycle. Eggs of the para

site have been found in Egyptian mUllllIlies dating as far back as 1250 

B •. C. 



Larvae of the worm swim about in infected streams, swamps, 

ricefields or rivers. By means of its spike, the larvae penetrates 

the exposed skin of people who bathe, wade, wash or work in infest-

ed waters. When the larvae bores through the skin, it causes only 

an 1 tching. The parasite then enters the blood stream and 1s car-

ried to the lungs; from there it is pumped to the liver wbere it 

attains maturity. Eventually, the matured fluke reaches the intes-

tinal veins where it lays eggs. The person soon develops . fever, 

diarrhea, abdominal pains and sometimes coughing. If the eggs ac. 

cumulate in the body, severe damages to the abdam1nal organs rray re-

sult. Some of the eggs are expelled from the body and find their 

way to the ditches and streams as a result of improper disposal of 

waste. The embryo emerges from the egg in the water and enter a 

snail's body where microscopic larvae are reproduced. The larvae 

then leaves the snail and s'Wim about in the 'Water until it finds a 

human host. The cycle starts again. 

Generally speaking, schistosomiasis retards the physical deveJ.,.. 

opment of children. It saps the strength and productive capacity of 

adults. Most of those infected are agricultural workers and this, 

naturally, results in a lag in or obstacle t. rural developnent and 

agricultural production. Consequently there is a low economic 

status for the people and the oft-repeated cycle of "poverty breed-

ing disease and disease breeding poverty" becomes clearly patent. 

In June 1953, the Schistosomiasis Control Pilot Project 'WaS es-

tabl1shed in Palo, Leyte, a town in the midst of snail-infested 

areas. The project was a J01nt undertaking of the Government of the 

Philippines, the then Foreign Operations Administration of the Uni

ted States (now International Co-operation Administration) (I.C.A.); 

the PHILCUSA, the United Nations Technical Assistance Progr8llll1e 
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and the World Heal.th Organization (WHO). Palo was selected as the 

headquarters site of the project for epidemiological and ecological. 

studies, for the development of control methods and eventually, as a 

training centre for personnel who will spread out for a nation-wide 

attack against the disease. The objective of the Project was to 

find the most effective and economical means of controlling snail 

fever in the Philippines. 

To a layman on a vis::' t of the Project site in Palo, there is 

one very outstanding outcome: rural upliftment is very evident in 

areas where the e~neering phase of the control work is being done. 

To find out whether the disturbance of the habitats would 

affect the snail population, general land improvement was experi

mented within a small check site. Becauee of' encouraging results 

from that check site, land improvement is being carried out in many 

parts of the Control area. This measure includes land reclamation, 

removal of vegetation, drainage, earth filling, f1.ooding, ponding, 

and improvement in rice farming. New methods of preparing the rice 

paddies for planting are the subject of experiments; in several. con

trol studies, there has been a considerable difference in 'the yield 

per hectare between ordinary planting procedure and the improved 

planting technique. It has also been shown that the number of 

snai1.s decreased in rice fields being cultivated properly and in 

streams and cana1.s that are kept free from dense undergrowth and 

dark foliage. 

The work in the engineering phase of the project has also 

brought about a new and laudab1.e approach to a public heal.th problem. 

Because of the inter-relatedness of their work, several agencies of 

the Government formed a co-ordinating committee. The members of 

that Committee are the provincial and 1.ocal officials of the Public 



Works, Irrigation, Agricultural Extension, Fisheries, Social Wel

fare, Education and Public Health Bureaus. TheY work closely in co

operation with the Project personnel in Palo. 

After a visit to Palo, J. T. Harken, WHO engineering con-

sultant and Paul B1erstein, WHO Regional Adviser on· Env1romnental 

Sanitation reported that they were impressed by the results acc~ 

plished in areas -where agricultural land had been reels.imed by the 

introduction of proper drainage. In several areas, t he reclaimed 

land -was being put into agricultural use. 

There are other field control work and studies. The relation 

of improved sanitation and healthier environment of the people to 

the incidence of the disease is being -watched. Health education of 

the people -which includes environmental sanitation campaign is going 

on in a control barrio; the community development aspects of the 

project are also being eyed for possible natiow-wide application. 

Mean-while, in the laboratory which is located in t he headquar -

ters building in Palo, research goes on in other aspects such as 

epidemiology, parasitology, host-parasite relationship and medical 

phases of the disease. Both in the field and in the laboratory, 

studies in snail ecology and control are being followed. The role 

of domesticated an1mals in the transmission of the disease is also 

the subject of study. 

The Project is at present manned by about 50 Filipinos tech.

nicians and two WHO experts. Head of the WHO team is Dr. William 

Alves, a scientist fromSout.hern IDlodesia; with him 1s Mr. Julio J. 

Jauregui, a sanitary engineer from Bolivia. 

The national director of the project is Dr. T. P. Pesigan, 

cb1ef of the Division of Schistosomiasis. He 1s assisted by 

Dr. Edi to C. GarCia, who is the Project deputy director and Dr. Al-
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fredo Santos, f:..e.Ld sUI2rV'J.sor. 

An interesting appraisal of the four-year work has been g:l.ven 

by Dr. N. Ansari, medical officer in the endemo-epidem1c diseases 

section of the World Health Or~zation in Geneva. Dr. Ansari said 

that the Project in Palo is one of the best in the world. It 'Was 

his impression that the pilot control work 'Was very well executed 

and that every development 'Was on schedule. Because of that, there 

is no waste of effort and money. 

Tbere are two more years within 'Which the Project personnel 

have to work out the programme for nation-wide attack on snail 

fever, But out of the silent battle now going on in Palo laboratory 

and in the fiel.ds of eastern Leyte, the pattern is gradually emerg

ing. This optimism 'Was voiced by Dr. Edi to C. Garcia 'Who said that 

"there is enough technical knowledge upon 'Which to formulate an 

overal.l programme to combat schistosomiasis," 

There may be other factors that would have to be reckoned with 

in ~ final analysis but the optimism pervades in all quarters. 

In time, the farmers and pioneers who have migrated to Mindauao in 

search of a promised land may eventually be freed from tbe dangers 

pared by the tiny snails. 

*** 
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In 1956, a WHO psychiatric nurse consultant was assigned in 

Singapore, at the request of the Government, for a survey of the 

psychiatric services in the area. Acting on the recommendations of 

the WHO consultant, the Government of Singapore requested further 

assistance from WHO in helping establish a school of psychiatric 

nursing. This was my particular job __ to work with Government per-

sonnel and help them accomplish this programme. 

When I arrived in Singapore from New Zealand in January 1957, 

the Woodbridge Hospital was fUnctioning as a training school. The 

matron of the hospital had started the training course in 1954 but 

this course was stopped when the matron married and left the 

hospital. On my arrival, therefore, we had to start from the be-

g1 nn1 ng and work out a programme which we thought was sui table to 

the needs of Singapore. The first job was to assess the existing 

services which were really very good in respect of the wards and 

other facilities at the hospital. There was a psychiatric social 

'ileilare department and a psychologist attached to the Medical De-
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partment 'Who 'WaS gi. ving services at the hosp! tal, an occupational 

therapy department "Which 'Was fUnctioning 'lmder the supervision of 

two trained occupational therapists; various modern therapeutic 

practices were being carried out in the 'Wards. There 'WaS quite a 

lot to begin with and we organized a syllabus of training that would 

meet the needs of the patients and 'Which would be acceptable on a 

professional level to the nursing authorities both locally in Singa

pore and to the General Nursing CO'lmcil for England and Wales. In 

this way, the certificate and que.llficat1ons gained by the students 

would be recognized if' they should go abroad to further their 

studies. Part of the programme 'Was to give a local train1ng in psy

chiatric nursing and then to select the people for more advanced 

training perhaps in ward administration, hospital administration ani 

teaching so that they would eventue.lJ.y take over the whole programme. 

I concentrated at first on planning a programme of education 

for the registered nursing sisters on the staff so that they could 

obtain psychiatric certificates. Nine nursing sisters have sI. nce 

completed this course 'Which 'WaS approved by the Nursing Board and 

they are now registered psychiatric nurses. Recently we received 

word that the General Nursing CO'lmciJ. for England and Wales had re

cognized this training and had approved this school as a psychiatric 

nursing school. We feel that this is quite a big step 'Which is 

valued by the stUdents. It hav given them a professional status 

recognized both locally and abroad. 

Two levels of training have been instituted in this programme; 

the first 'Which I mentioned 'Was the troining for registered staff 

:.:.ud thi~ includeo b::>th nursing Gistero o.nd r~gist.:;red male nurses or 

hospital assistants, as they are known in Singapore; the second le-

vel 'Was for students without any previous experience. These 



students are recruited in the same way as for other hospitals and 

they undergo a three-year course of training as psychiatric nurses. 

In 1957, the Medical Department advertised for students in 

psychiatric nursing and from the few who applied? we selected three. 

This was a very small number but we thought that quality rather than 

quantity was best in the beginning. This was a new professional 

field for boys and girls in Singapore and public attitude to~ds it 

was similar, I think, to that in other countries. It , .. as not 

entirely acceptable as a professional career. We thought it was 

most important to contact the public and make this course better 

known to the people. In the beginning, we selected only the best 

students and those who will, in turn, encourage their friends to take 

this training as a part of the pattern of the nursing service to the 

public. 

Early in 1958, we again advertised for student nurses both 

male and female and we received a very much better response. We had 

conducted a publicity drive, I supyose you might call it, in that 

the Minister for Health had very kindly consented to give an inter

view to the press which published a number of articles. The 

Minister also f!J3.ve a radio broadcast over Radio Malaya. For my part, 

I also f!P.ve a talk over the radio and visi ted several SChools in 

Singapore. In my viSits, I took along a student nurse who spoke to 

the girls in the school. We also had some screen slides prepared 

and these were shown on three of the local cinemas for a period of 

three weeks. The response to these advertisements was very much 

better. We selected 20 students from quite a number of applicants. 

The students, while in training, work not only in the wards rut 

they are also receiving a great deal of training in occupational the

rapy. They learn how to work with the patients and to find out the 
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things that will help them; they study crafts and they learn to 

apply these crafts to patients with special needs; they receive lec

tures from occupational therapists, from the social worker and psy

chologists. In this way, they develop an understanding of them

selves and of other people in the normal way before they are intro

duced to the abnormalities Which occur in mental illness. 

There are a number of community mental health clinics in Singa

pore and these are attended to by nurses and doctors from Wood

bridge Hospital. The patients may go there for consultation and for 

treatment. Many patients who are sent home from Woodbridge recei~ 

follow-up care at the clinics, thus saving them from going back to 

the hospital each time and yet keeps them in contact with people who 

can help them. This service helps a number of people who 

otherwise have to be admitted to the hospital. 

might 

The mental health team at Woodbridge Hospital itself is com-

posed of the psychologist, the psychiatrist, psychiatric social 

workers, the occupational therapy people, trained nursing staff and 

the nurses in training. The nurses undergo a training· Which will 

give them sufficient knowledge to help and support other members of 

the team. As this service develops and the public gain more confid

ence in the care and treatment at the hospital and come to regard 

it just as they do other hospitals -_ a place where e~ert care and 

attention is available -- the people will realize the need for early 

care and attention of the mental illness. In this way, they will be 

spending less time in the hospital and they will be able to go back 

to their homes and to the community as useful members of society. 

We have also received inquiries from the Ministry of Health of 

the Federation of Ma1a;ya regarding the training of some of their 

nurses in Woodbridge Hospital. In fact, some students fram 



the Federation have started to take the two-year pS~~~~~E.~ ~U~~OC~.--------------__ 
Some countries now think it would be of advantage to send their 

people to an area "Which is more similar to their own and where the 

problems of patients are similar to those in their own country. 

I mentioned earlier the objective to train local personnel to 

take over the programme. Two sisters who have completed the psy-

chiatric course have applied for scholarships to enable them to ac-

quire advanced studies abroad. One of them has been assigned to the 

school to work with me for a little while before she leaves for her 

sister tutor I s course of training for one year. This means that by 

the end of 1959, the local personnel will be ready to take over 

their own programme of psychiatric nurse training. It is rather 

nice to think that one of the sisters who has taken the course in 

her own country will eventually be responsible for this programme. 

The Singapore Government has shown an awareness of the necessity of 

meeting the needs of modern community mental health services and has 

supported the nurse training programme and the development of mental 

health services. 

* * * 
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ASSISTANT MEDICAL 

OFFICERS 

IN RURAL 

WORI< 

aural health activities are largely in the capable bands of 

Assistant Medical Officers (A.M.O.s) in many South Pacific Island 

Territories. They constitute a body of well trained South Sea 

Islanders, a product of the Central. Medical School in Suva, FiJ:L. 

Together 'W:I. th their nurses or dressers they work under the direction 

of District Health Oft'icers and carry out general medical. and 

public health activities comparable in many instances to those of 

the general. medical practitioners and public health per sonnel in 

other parts of' the world • 

Illness or disease is treated within the scope of tneir train

ing and medical facill ties and the available supplies and facilities 

of' rural dispensaries. More serious cases requiring hospitalization 

are transferred to l.a.rger hospi tal.s. 

During my stay in several South Pacific Isla.nd Territories in 

connection With yaws control work sponsored by the World Health Or

@1lonization and the UNICEF between 1954 and now, I had a good oppor

tun! ty to fOI'lll an opinion about Assistant Medical Officers as seve-

'~--------______ M_M ____ _ 



ral of them in each territory were directly associated with our 

work. These "Yaws Control A.\iQs", after due instruction and training 

in modern yaws control work were actually carrying out the survey 

and mass treatment campaigJ,s and, later, 'When the consolidation 

phase of the campaign was reached, they handed over their responsi

bilities to their colleagues in rural districts throughout the 

territories for follow-up work before returning to their own routine 

duties. 

The yaws control project in Fiji and Western gamoa 'Where, after 

a mass treatment s\l::'\-ey through specialized yaws team, the consoli

dation or integration Poiase has been reached by now can be called 

successful as they have reached the aim of reducing yaws to a very 

low level Ylhich cc-mes close to total eradication in these terri to -

ries. This satisfactory outcome must to a great extent be att

ributed to the enthusiasm, thoroughness and loyalty with which the 

Yaws AMOs and their rural colleagues went about their work of sur

veying and . resurveying the entire population of their territories. 

It may so-.md simple to examine 98 per cent. of a population of 

approximately 152,000 ~ving scattered over 100 inhabited islands 

and islets as in the case of Fiji, or to visit personally about 

100,000 people in the British Solomon Islands, of 'Whom about half 

are living in the rugged i~tcrior of mountainous islands. In actual 

fact it calls for a great deel of self .• discipline and drive to trek. 

month after month through vtrgin country, rain or shine, often faced 

with lack of interest or even antagonism on the part of the popula

tion. Separation from their relatives is another point that weighs 

heavily with most South Pacific Islanders- w~o are normally 11 ving 

within a closely knit fa.-nily system. All these have been wil11ngly 

accepted by our Yaws AMOs once they had understood the importance of 
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this 'WOrk and from then on it became a matter of continuous compe

tition for the honour to be the leader of the most efficient field 

team. 

These AMOs, in the course of the Yaws Campaigns were often 

faced with situations requiring patience and tact and again here 

they have proven themselves up to expectations. The example Of a 

field team in Malai ta in the Br:i tish Solomon Islands may show this: 

After days of tiresome trekking through rain and mud, up and 

down steep hills this team finally reached the small village on top 

of a mountain ridge which was the goal for :the day. On arrival they 

learned tbatthe inhabitants, being non-Christians, were in the 

middle of one of their religious rites Which lasted for days and 

during Which no one was to be touched. The team was faced with the 

alternative to settle down, rest, and wait for several days before 

being able to examine and treat the villagers, or to return forth

wi th all the way they had just come and to continue their work SCllle

where else before returning to this village at a later date. They 

chose the latter, although it meant another wearysome trek back and 

a feeling of frustration. But the AMO in charge of the team re

alized that sitting down and waiting meant a loss of several working 

days which could be used to good advantage elsewhere. 

Other examples are known where the team trekked for mile s in 

order to arrive at a 100% coverage of a certain village in accord

ance with instructions given that "the one case they miss might be 

the one who suffers from infectious yaws and might cause another 

outbreak of the disease later on." AMOs and their nurses or dress

ers were often obliged to sit through most of the night as guests of 

the villagers foregoing their much-needed rest after a hard day's 

marching and working, in the interest of good relationship and foJ.L. 

~"""------------------------~----~~~ .EjQ", 



owing the laws of politeness, so deeply ingreinea. l.n 'tne peopJ.e orr---------

the South Seas. 

Some of the Yaws AMOs showed a remarkable degree of initiative 

and leadership which secured for them positions of a higher level of 

responsibility and authority. Two of the former field team leaders 

eventually became Deputy Director of the Yaws Control Project or 

Assistant Yaws Control Officers respectively, one of them also was 

entrusted by his Government with the post of Port Health Authority 

under the direction of the Director of Health. Most of them have 

proven themselves as men of resourcefulness, tact, dignity and an 

indefatigable drive while touring their territories from villase to 

village and from house to hOUIle for several years. They have cer .. 

tainly succee('.3d to strengthen and improve the relationship between 

their people and the Health Authorities of their Governments, a r~ 

tionship so vital to the success of Public Health measures under-

taken by Governments and international health asencies. At the cam.. 

pletion of the campaign they withdrew again into the anonymity of 

their rural districts without recognition but with a feeling of sa-

tisfaction of a job well done and of having contributed their fair 

share to the welfare of future senerations of South Pacific Islan(1.. 

ers and with a great deal of added experience in rural health work. 

I shall retain forever a feeling of deep respect and friendship for 

them. 

* * * 
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. EFFRON MULAS, 

STUDENT, AM.O . 

AS TOLD TO-

My n.ame is Effron Mulas. I was born a little over twenty years 

ago in a small village in the island of New Bri ta.1n in the Solomon 

Islands group in the South Pad fic. My village was not very far 

from Vavua., at approximately 120 miles from Ra.bauJ., our capital city. 

My childhood was similar to the life of the other native children. 

My parents tilled the soil, growing bananas and coconuts; to supple-

ment our diet, they would go out fishing whenever the tides permitt-

ed. My playmates were my brother, two years older than myself', and 

my two younger sisters. I still remember the day when my brother 

went out fishing on the reef and never came back. We thought sharks 

must have gotten him. 

When I was about ten years old, our village teacher visited us. 

He spoke to me and then to my parents and visited several ather 

families. As a result of this visit, I -was sent to school in Rabaul. 

Some relatives of mine were living there and I stayed with them. 

Thi s family was composed of my uncle (my mother t s brother) wi th 

three children, about my age • The school was, of course, something 

-6i-
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very new to me. I had to remain quiet, pay attention to the teache:r; 

learn how to read, write and count; I was also told not to look out 

of the window and not to dream. All of these was most unusual but 

also interesting and sometimes very hard to take; I was often think

ing of my sisters and of their freedom at home. 

After three years of school, I had exhausted all educational 

possibilities in Rabaul. Nevertheless, I stayed in this town,living 

with my uncle. I worked with the Chinese merchants for Whom my 

uncle was working himself. From time to time I would see my parents 

When they came to the city and I also would meet old school friends 

of mine and my former teachers. They sometimes lent me books as 

they knew that I like to read during my spare time. One day - I had 

just celebrated my 16th birthday - one of these teachers came to the 

shop Where I was employed and asked me Whether I would want to b;:-

came a doctor. Indeed I had never thougOt of taking care of my 

fellow.men and assist them. But how does one become a doctpr? The 

teacher explained that this school was asked to select one boy from 

our island Who could qualify to become an AMO (Assistant Medical 

Officer). The candidate would have to study at the Central Medical 

School in Suva, Fiji. Apparently, I was one of the most able former 

pupils of the school. Needless to say, I accepted the proposal. 

After several weeks, the teacher came back with the good news. 

"Everything is in order and in 10 days or so you will leave 

for Port Moresby Where you will meet some other students Who will 

travel with you. From there you will proceed straight to Suva," he 

said. 

My dream came true. 

I hurriedly returned to my village to bid farewell to my fami~ 

The first leg of my trip was to Port Moresby, a city Which 



----------------~a~pnpe~.areQ ~o me as very ~ge. .L mus"G aOllU. ... 'Ga.at ... 'WaS a DJ.t lost. 

We could not proceed to Suva directly and we stopped in Sydney where 

I would have been completely lost without my friends who bad them.. 

selves never seen such a lar ge, anima. te d and noi sy ci ty • 

stayed there for three days. From Sydney we went to 

We 

Suva 

only 

and 

arrived at the Central Medical School. Some of my travel companions 

had already been in school and were returning from leave spent in 

New Guinea. They were indeed of great assistance to me. 

For the first time in my life I was in direct and 

contact with white men - members of the teaching staff -

prolonged 

and with 

fellow students from other islands. The teachers spoke with such a 

particular accent, using words we did not understand and very often 

we dared not ask them to repeat or to explain What they meantl They 

came from all parts of the world: New Zealand, Australia, England 

and other European countries. Thanks to the presence of friends 

from other territories, the adaptation 'Was easier and quicker. 

Work now really started and it 'WaS very hard. I had spent 

three years learning how to write, read and count in school at Ra

baul, but this 'Was not enough to start my medical studies. My 

English 'Was insufficient and I had to brush up on my arithmetic; I 

'Was therefore placed in a preliminary class where I studied how to 

express myself, to write more fluently - where I was taugnt advanced 

arithmetic and new subjects such as algebra, physics, chemistry and 

biology. All this 'Was most complicated indeed, both for my friends 

and myself. Before all these sciences had been nothing but words 

for me. But I had to understand them, to learn everything, to reply 

to questions, to pass tests, to work on these subjects every night, 

even when the day's labour had been hard enough and even when a 

beautiful. moon and a cool night invited a stroll around Suva. Some-



times we could not resist "Cae "Cemp'Ca'Gl.on. DU1j , we .1\.Il"C W . uua. "'..... "_ 

were caught, we would be severely punished. We did not take too 

many chances then. 

! was able to finish my preliminary year and was admitted the 

follOwing year to the AMP I class. We studied nothing else but ad

vanced physiCS, chemistry and biology. I thought I had worked very 

hard in the preliminary class, but it was nothing as compared to 

what I had to do in the AMP class. Everything was new and difficult 

and the first year was actually a test year for me. It would 1nd1-

cate Whether I could continue my stUdies or Whether I had not better 

return home. Needless to say, I drowned myself in the law of opticfj 

electricity, the formula and reactions of aldehydes and of trial 

alcohols, the c1essification of wounds and the bones of the skull of 

the shark. It was hard, very hard and always, there was the same 

strict discipline. Our only diversion was some sports at the end 

of the afternoon classes and Saturday afternoons, sometimes on Sun

days. However, we usually did not work on Sundays and we ei ther 

slept all day or waited for the evening to come. Monday always came 

too soon and with it the hard work. 

I passed this class, but by the skin of my teeth. I was able 

to continue in school and during the. following year, we took up ana

tomy and physiology. It was indeed as difficult as before but de-

fini tely more interesting and closer to actual medicine. One starts 

learning something about the human body and one becomes aware of be-

cOming a doctor. The curriculum was not as heavy but there were 

examinations and I even had to pass some oral tests. What an aWf'ul 

thing to remember! 

During this year (1958) we had a visitor - a doctor from the 

World Health Organization (Wo)l. He had a beard and be spoke with 
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tion to the school (in the form of two lecturers) and also the 

assistance given to the health services of our country. It was most 

gratifying to hear that far ~way, almost at the other end of the 

world, people were interested in us and in our well being. We some-

times feel so isolated from the rest of the world. 

I have now passed AMP II and I am working at the hospital. I 

am seeing actual patients and this is possibly the most difficult 

thing of all. Our teachers have other worries and cannot explain aJ.l 

details to us; we have to work on our own initiative and sometimes 

we do not know how far we can go. All this is very vague, terribly 

complicated and we are trying to solve these problems. When we are 

not being Bcolded, we know that we probably did well. Had I known 

that it was this difficult, I often wondered whether I would have 

left my native New Britany. I long for my native place and I shall 

soon go back on leave. 

If all goes well I shall obtain my diploma as Assistant Medical 

Officer after two more years here in Suva. Then I shall have to 

work for another year, under supervision, in New Guinea or somewhere 

else. I shall finally be sent back to the jungle to practice actual 

medicine, to assist my fellowmen to work for their health as there 

is so much to be done in this field. I sometimes wonder whether I 

am really prepared to shoulder all these responsibilities. I do 

hope so. This hope enables me to overcOme all present and future 

difficulties. How much do I look forward to being an actual Assist-

ant Medical Officerl 

* * * 
lonus refers to a visit made to the Central Medical School by 

Dr. Stephen Falkland, Regional Public Health Administrator for the 
WHO Western Pacific Regional Office. 
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Exactly three years ago today - September 13th - Ling Meow Chua 

made history. He was the first baby to be born under the care of 

the DomiCiliary Delivery Service attached to the Kandang Kerbau Hoa-

pital, Singapore. 

He was a lusty lad of seven pounds born into a family of happy, 

healthy boys and girls. 

The Government of Singapore had long realized the need to make 

more extensive provision for its midwifery problem and had sougnt 

the assistance of the World Health Orsanization. In 1952, a mid-

wifery tutor was sent to help the local sisters build up a training 

scheme for midwives, and to institute the domiciliary service. 

The Domiciliary Service acts as a training ground for dom1ci~ 

iary obstetrics. Since its inception in September 1955, a total of 

88 midwifery pupils have been trained and 130 staff nurses have re-

cei ved experience in the domiciliary practice of midwif'ery. Medical 

students also received training in this practice of obstetrics and a 

total of 204 such students have worked with the staff in the homes of 
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the people. 

Shortly after Meow Chua's birth the family moved from the cen

tre of to~ to a flat in one of the extensive housing projects de

signed for the increasing population of Singapore. 

Having such pleasant living conditions contributed to the well 

being of the Ling family and it was not very long before Meow Chua's 

mother visited the antenatal clinic to receive care for another ex

pected baby. She expressed a desire to deliver at home, and again, 

since her health was good, the domiciliary staff accepted her as 

suitable. 

Meow Chua I s birth set our foot on a prosperous path; his little 

brother was one of the 1,560 children born at home in 1957 and cared 

for by the staff at the Domiciliary Service. 

Meow Chua, the pioneer in domiCiliary service is not one of 

those who give support in the beginning of project and whose 

interest fails as the years go by. Again, in 1958, he hopes to have 

another brother (or Sister) and once more he has entrusted his 

mother to the care of the Domiciliary Service. 

Support such as this is the making of. any project and good 

service to mothers reaps its o~ rewards. The increase in the 

number of women seeking home delivery is most encouraging. Pre

judices encountered in the beginning still occur, but more and more 

women recognize the benefits of delivery in their ow.n homes and 

appreciate the kindly attention given by the staff. 

I recall that in 1955, I made the following remarks: 

"The difficulties met in perlllading women to have their babies 

delivered at home are many and varied. Their reticence to partici

pate in anything new made bookings slow for the first month, but 

several venturesome women were prepared to accept our services. We, 



in turn, were confident that good care and attention given would 

earn for us the reputation needed to give the scheme a firm footing." 

It gives us a measure of satisfaction to note that we have 

not faltered and that the three years of the project have more tba.n 

justified that confidence. 

~ Government has an immense task in the provision of adequate 

services for maternal care and it realizes that for a popula

tion with such a high birth rate, enough hospital beds cannot be 

provided. Plans for extensive developnent of obstetrical care in 

the domiciliary field are underway. It is hoped that by encouraging 

home delivery for women whose health is good and whose obstetrical 

condition is satisfactory, the hospital beds will be left for those 

WO require the attention possible only 1n an institution. 

And so we await the arrival of a third Ling baby who will be 

born in 1be security of his ow home __ as did the other two before 

him. We hope that the confidence of the Ling family in the domicil

iary service will spread to all the other families in Singapore and 

help build an extensive service for all mothers. 

*** 
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